UNIFYING KNOWLEDGE OF PRAKSTI
IN YOGA: SAMADHJ-WITH-SEED
Ian WHICHER

1. Introduction to 'samadhi-with-seed'
Patafijali distinguishes between two kinds of samadhi: the first
covering all those ecstatic states connected with objects of cognition;
and the latter being devoid of objects and thus transcending all mental
content. The former, which can also be designated as the
"seeded"/"with-seed" (sabrja)l or "extrovertive" type of samadhi, is
termed samprajfiata-samadhi 2 and constitutes a range of ecstatic
experiences that have an objective "prop" (alambana) with which the
mind becomes identified and "united" and which are associated with
yogic insight (prajfia). The second kind, what can be called the
"objectless" or "introvertive" type of samadhi, is termed asamprajfiata, 3 the "acognitive"4 or rather trans-cognitive enstasy resulting
in "seedless" (nirbrja) samadhi. It is acognitive in that there is no
longer any cognition of authentic identity (puru$a) as existing in
prakrti, no longer misidentification of puru$a with prakrti. As

1
See YS 1.46. As can be easily inferred from YS III.8 saY[lprajfUlta is, compared to the
"seedless" (nirbzja) samadhi, an outer limb of Yoga. The Sanskrit text of the YS, the YB of Vyasa,
the Tattva- Vaisaradr of Vacaspati Misra and the Raja-Martart4a of Bhoja Raja is from The
Yoga-Satras of Patafijali in Agase [1904].
2
Vyasa (YB 1.1-2 and I.l7) and the main commentators after him understand YS I.17 to refer
to samadhi which is linked with objects or mental content; or, as Feuerstein [1979a: 37] puts it,
saY[lprajfiata is "object-oriented." YS 1.18 is interpreted by Vyasa as providing information on
another kind of samadhi which he calls asaY[lprajfiata and is devoid of all objective supports. See
also the section on a preliminary look at the meaning and practice of samadhi in chapter four of
Whicher [1998].

3
The term asaY[lprajfiilta does not appear in the YS. But the term saY[lprajfiata appears in YS
1.17 with the term 'anya' ("other") in the following sutra glossed by the major commentators as
'asaY[lprajfiata-samadhi.' Clearly, asaY[lprajfiata-samadhi is the best candidate there.
4
As translated by Arya [1986: 248]. The translation of asaY[lprajfiata as "acognitive" is,
however, highly problematic as it can all too easily lead one to conclude that samadhi is an
unconscious or mindless state which makes one incapable of functioning effectively in the world.
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saytZprajfiata explicitly denotes illuminated yogic experiences which

take place "outside of' or are "external to" purusa-realization, I will
refer to it as ecstasy.s AsaytZprajfiata denotes the purusa being left
"alone" by itself - having discarded its confused identity in the
condition of saytZyoga - with nothing more to experience or know for
the sake of its "liberation." I will refer to it as enstasy. Eliade renders
the term rather conveniently as enstasis "without [mental or objective]
support." 6 The main concern in this present study is with
saytZprajfiata-samadhi: those stages in Yoga where purusa, as it were,
comes to know itself in a self-reflexive manner, i.e. through states of
self-reflection. AsaytZprajfiata, however, transcends self-reflexive
knowledge, i.e. is a transmental state of identity.
A general definition of saytZprajfiata is based on the derivations of
the word from: (1) 'sam': meaning "together," "altogether," and as a
preposition or prefix to verbs and verbal derivatives it can express
"conjunction," "thoroughness," "intensity," "union."7 (2) 'pra': a
preposition meaning "before," "forward," in front," "forth" 8; the
preposition 'pra' joins with (3) jfiata: "known ... perceived, understood" (from the verb root jfia: "to know")9 to form saytZprajfiata.
Some of the meanings for saytZprajfiata are: "distinguished, discerned,
known accurately [as in the] Yoga-Sutra."lO SaytZprajiiata refers to
the samadhi of cognition wherein one has the consciOusness of an
object or mental content.
In his Bhasya, Vyasa introduces the satra on saytZprajfiatasamadhi by asking: "How is the samadhi defined which is cognitive
and which follows when the [misidentification with] the modifications
5

Obviously both kinds of samadhi can be called ecstatic in that they occur outside of or
expand beyond the ordinary sense of self or ego. However, iil Yoga, puru:fa alone is true identity;
there is no second principle of authentic selfhood. In line with this fundamental philosophical
premise I have designated the two kinds of samadhi as ecstasy and enstasy. Lumping together
both kinds or categories of samadhi as "enstasis" (see Eliade [1969: 79, 84]) or "enstasy"
(Feuerstein [1979a: 37-38]) blurs the important distinction made in Yoga between samprajfiata
and asamprajfiata. More recently, Feuerstein [1989: 11] translates samadhi as "ecstasy" which he
readily admits does not have exactly the same connotations as "enstasy." He is, however, more
emphatic about the distinction in an even more recent work [1990: 106].
6

Eliade [ 1969: 84].

7

Monier-Williams [1899: 1152]. 'Sam' is sometimes prefixed to nouns in the sense of sama
and can mean (ibid): "same," "equal," "full," "complete," "whole," "entire."
8
Ibid, p. 652.

9
Ibid, p. 425; note also the abstract noun prajfia which means [ibid: 659]: "wisdom,
intelligence, knowledge, discrimination."
10

Ibid,p. 1174.
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(mental processes) of the mind has ceased by the two means [abhyasa
(practice) and vairagya (dispassion)]?" 11 Earlier (YB 1.1) Vyasa
stated that "Yoga is samadhi." Now the specifics of that definition are
being described. Vijfiana Bhik~u qualifies the above statement by
Vyasa (n. 11) correctly explaining that cognitive samadhi refers to a
stage of practice where the yogin has brought the rajasic and tamasic
vrttis under "control."12 This reinforces and clarifies the traditional
understanding in Classical Yoga that it is only in the supra-cognitive
samadhi (asamprajfiata) that all the vrttis, including the sattvic ones,
are mastered 13 and that any attachment to or soteriological
dependence on vrtti is finally overcome. Puru~a - no longer
dependent on knowledge (mind-sattva) as had previously been the
case in the process of coming to know its true identity - is left alone
in its self-effulgent nature as the ever-free knower.
The stages of samprajfiata-samadhi are hightlighted by Patafijali
in YS 1.17. He writes: Samprajfiata [arises] from association with [the
forms of] cogitation - i.e. having verbal association (vitarka),
reflection (vicara), joy (ananda), and l-am-ness (asmita)."14 Vyasa's
commentary runs as follows:
The mind's experience of a "gross" object of support/contemplation [in
samadhi] is "cogitation." It is "reflection" when the object of support is
subtle. "Joy" means delight. "l-am-ness" is the perception of the essential,
unified nature of self. Of these [four forms of cognitive samadhi], the first
samadhi - with "cogitation" - is associated with all four. The second
one - with "reflection" - is without the verbal associations of the first.
The third one - with associations of "joy" - is without the subtle
associations of the second. The fourth, "l-am-ness" only, is without the

11 YB 1.16 (p. 20): athopayadvayena niruddhacittavrttef:t katham ucyate sarrtprajfiatal:t samadhir iti?
12 YV I.17 (p. 104): upayadvayenabhyasavairagyabhyarrt niruddharajasatamasavrttef:t. Text is
taken from T.S. Rukmani [1981].
13 As Vyasa makes clear in YB I.l. See also Vacaspati's (TV I.l) comments as well as n. 12
above. The modifications or functions (vrtti) of the mind (citta) are said to be fivefold (YS 1.6),
namely, 'valid cognition' (pramaiJa, which includes perception [pratyak,~"a], inference [anumana]
and valid testimony [agama]), 'error' /'misconception' (viparyaya), 'conceptualization' (vikalpa),
'sleep' (nidra) and 'memory' (smrti), and are described as being 'afflicted' (kli,~"ta) or
'nonafflicted' (akli,~"ta) (YS 1.5). Ciita is an umbrella term which incorporates 'intellect' (buddhi),
'sense of self' (aharrtkara) and 'mind-organ' (manas), and can be viewed as the aggregate of the
cognitive, conative and affective processes and functions of phenomenal consciousness, i.e. it
consists of a grasping, intentional and volitional consciousness. For an indepth look at the
meaning of citta see Whicher [1997].
14

YS 1.17 (p. 20): vitarkavicaranandasmitarapanugamat sarrtprajfiatal:t.
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associatiOn of joy. All these kinds of samadhi are with supportive
objects/content.15

Thus the Bhti$ya proposes the following schema to understand the
order of the four forms of cognitive samadhi:
(1) vitarka ("cogitation") actually includes all the other subsequent

forms also, namely vicara, ananda and asmita.
(2) vicara ("reflection") is without vitarka but also includes ananda
and asmita.
(3) ananda ("joy") is without vitarka and vicara but includes asmita.
(4) asmita ("l-am-ness") is without vitarka, vicara and ananda.
Feuerstein rightly comments that the systematic schema of Vyasa" ...
is a beautiful illustration of the sat-karya axiom according to which
the effect is preexistent in its cause. In this particular case, the lowest
degree of ... realization contains in posse the ... cognitive elements
typical of the higher forms [of cognitive samadhi.]" 16 In Yoga,
contemplation on each "effect" leads to the direct perception
(stik$titkara17) of the form and nature of that "effect."
The reason for the initial position of vitarka-samadhi in YS 1.17 is
given by Vacaspati Misra. He writes:
Just as an archer, when a beginner, pierces first only a gross and
afterwards a subtle target, so the yogin, when a beginner, has direct
experience merely of some gross object of concentration made up of the
five gross elements, [such as] the Four Armed [i.e. Vi~l)u], and afterwards
a subtle object. So with regard to the object of the mind the experience
becomes a subtle one. Meditation has for its sphere of action the causes of
the gross phenomena, the subtle elements, the five tanmatras, the
manifested and the unmanifested essence of matter [prakrti] .18

15 YB 1.17 (p. 21): vitarkas cittasyalambane sthala abhoga/:l. suk:)mo vicilra/1. anando hlada/:l.
ekatmika samvidasmita. tatra prathamas catu:)tayanugata/:l samadhi/:l savitarka/:l. dvit!yo
vitarkavikala/:l savicara/:l. trtzyo vicaravikala/:l sananda/:l. caturthastadvikalo •smitamatra . ... sarva
ete salambana/:l samadhaya/:l.
16 G. Feuerstein [1980: 89] and refer to SK 9. Cf. SK 22 on the causal succession of the
categories of existence which gives an ontological emphasis to the Samk:hyan system.
17 Both Vacaspati Misra (TV I.17) p. 21 and Vijfiana Bhik~u (YV I.17) p. 105 use the term
silk:)atkara for yogic perception.

18 TV I.17 (p. 21 ): tatha hi prathamiko dhanu:)ka/:l sthalam eva lak:)yam vidhyatyatha suk:)mam
evam pratamiko yogi sthalam eva piliicabhautikam caturbhujadi dhyeyam silk:)iltkaroty atha
suk:)mam iti. evam cittasyalambane suk:)ma abhoga/:l sthalakara~Jabhatasuk:)mapaficatanmiltra-
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The experiences to be realized in the four stages of saY(lprajfiata exist
in everyone in potential form. The mind is not normally prepared to
enter the subtler stages at once - at least it is not the common
experience. It is not likely that an average practitioner could suddenly
leap to the highest state of samadhi and understand the processes of
the intermediate states as part of such an instantaneous development.
If a development of this nature should normally occur, there would be
no need for the order as described by Patafijali. As a rule, and as
Vacaspati implies (seen. 18 above), only by starting from the grosser
objects does the mind gradually harmonize or unite with the subtlest
and settle there. Vijfiana Bhik~u affirms that this application by stages
is, however, only a general rule, "since by the grace of zsvara or by
the grace of the enlightened teacher (sad-guru), [the yogin] finds his
or her mind capable of abiding in the subtle stages at the very
beginning [of practice]. Then the previous lower stages need not be
practised by the one desirous of liberation, [for this would be] a waste
oftime."19
2. Samadhi: the heart of Patafijali's soteriological methodology

Throughout the YS, Patafijali's central concern is how to attain a
knowing-oneness which is not merely a mental activity or selfreflective state of mind, but rather involves a tacit recognition, an
uncompromising identity as the ever-free, unmodified puru~a. Identity
as puru~a, recognizing one's true Self as pure, nonfragmented
consciousness, is the primary concern in Yoga practice, wherein the
seer is established in its authentic form (YS 1.3): the aloneness of
"seeing" (YS 11.25). Without this realization, as Patafijali says, we can
never be certain we are knowing other "things" clearly and not merely
seeing "things" in a distorted manner (through an impure mind) which
colours our perception and experience of them. In samadhi, contemplation on and unification with the objects of experience is not for its
own sake but provides insight (prajfia) which leads to liberation. The
main purpose of Patafijali's detailed analysis of four stages of
cognitive samadhi is to help the yogin or "knower" who, having

liligaliliga visayo vicaral;!.

19 YSS (pp. 44-45): ayal!l tatsarga eveti pragevoktam. yatho yadrsvaraprasadat sadguruprasadad va adav eva saksmabhamikayam avasthiti yogyata svacittasya drsyate tada na sthaladi
parvaparvabhamikaya mumuksubhil;! kalaksepal;! kartayal;!. See Sanskrit text of YSS in Jha [ 1894].
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become sensitive "like an eyeball"20 to the presence of pain and
dissatisfaction within the mind and in the world at large, desires to be
liberated from such suffering and its cause - samyoga - which
arises from ignorance (avidya).
The intent of the YS is primarily soteriological: How do we
"attain" identity as puru$a and "know" that clearly? The means
offered by Patafijali can be understood to proceed through an analysis
of different stages or levels of insight (prajfia) expressing a "deeper"
and "clearer" understanding of oneself and the world. Through yogic
ecstasy (samprajfiata) our attention is led to four related though
distinct kinds of insight and associations with self ultimately leading,
in the case of the discernment of puru$a (puru$a-khyati), to enstasy or
realization of puru$a.
What then is the purpose of the various associations, identifications and levels of self-understanding attained in samprajfiatasamadhi? It is to fulfil the soteriological purpose described in YS I.
15-16: to develop a knowledge or consciousness of freedom, mastery,
non-enslavement, implying detachment or dispassion (vairagya)
towards each level of identification with the objects of experience
"either seen or heard of' culminating in a superior form of dispassion
(YS 1.16) towards the manifest and unmanifest existence of the gu!JaS.
At each stage of samadhi one may have a "conviction" that the next
subtler level of experience is purer, more permanent, more joyful, and
a closer "likeness" or resemblance to the real nature of puru$a.
However, by means of the direct experience (sak$atkara) and insight
(prajfia) the yogin discovers that the purity or virtues attained are only
relative, at best derived from sattva-gu!Ja - the finest constituent of
prakrti. Each level of unification or identification which takes place in
samadhi is successively found to be attended by or prone to affliction
(klesa), i.e. mistaken identity and invariable dissatisfaction (klesa)
rooted in spiritual ignorance (avidya) and generating further karmic
residue (karmasaya). The identifications or states of unity attained in
samadhi are expedients to the realization of authentic identity
(puru$a). Yet these high-level yogic experiences may in turn be
misappropriated or self-referenced, claimed by an !-sense or egoity
which is not puru$a, and lead to further misidentification, confusion
and dissatisfaction. Dispassion towards all experiences in samadhi

20

See YB ILlS (p. 76): aksipatrakalpo hi vidvan iti.; see also YB II.16 (p. 79).
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liberates the yogin from further attachment to the results or "fruit"
attained through practice (abhyasa). Practice keeps the process of
Yoga (nirodha) in a working condition and allows for subtler
realizations and perceptions to take place.
According to YS 11.421 the klesas exist in various states. They can
be: (1) "dormant" (prasupta), that is, exist in the form of latent
impressions (samskaras22) in the potential condition as a seed (bzja23),
awakening when they confront their objects and generating various
afflicted forms of psychomental activity; (2) "attenuated" (tanu), that
is temporarily prevented from taking effect by way of cultivation of
their opposite (pratipak~a-bhavana, YS 11.33) or other yogic
techniques24; (3) "interrupted" (vicchanna), which is the case when
one kind of klesa (e.g. attachment or raga) in the form of desire
temporarily blocks the operation of another (e.g. anger as associated
with aversion, dve~a 25 ); (4) "aroused" (udara), meaning "fully
active," in that "what possesses the mind in regard to an object is
called aroused."26 Accordingto Patafijali, it is the purpose of Kriyay oga27 to achieve the attenuation of these afflictions and bring about
the cultivation of samadhi.
Vyasa also declares that whatever is gven form or influenced by
spiritual ignorance, "that the afflictions inhere in. They are felt at the
time of deluded apprehension, thought or ideas; when ignorance
dwindles, they dwindle accordingly."28 Through samadhi the mind is
borne on towards the discriminative discernment (vivekakhyati): the
knowledge that sattva and puru~a are different. 29 However, egocentred apprehensions, intentions or ideas such as self-appropriated
notions of identity (e.g. "l-am-ness" or "It is mine") may continue to
arise from the activation ofprevious samskaras30 whose seed-power

21
22

YS II.4 (p. 59): avidya k0etram uttare!fClYfl prasuptatanuvicchinnodarCl!JClm.
YB IV.29 (p. 202): sal]tskarabrja.

23

See YB II.4 (p. 59).

24
25
26

YB II.4 (p. 60).

Ibid: ragakale krodhasyadar§anat.

27

YS ILl.

Ibid (p. 61): vi!faye yo labdhavrttih sa udara/:!.

28

YB II.4 (p. 61): yadavidyaya vastvakaryate tad evanuserate kle§a viparyasapratyayakala
upalabhyante k,~!yamtl!JClYfl cavidyamanu k$fyanta ...

29

YB II.26 (p. 97): sattvapuru!fanyatapratyayo vivekakhyati/:!.

30

See YS IV.27 (p. 201): tacchidre$u pratyayantarCl!Ji sal]tskarebhya/:!.
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or cause in the form of the afflictions gradually fades away. 31
Patafijali informs us that the overcoming or abandonment of this
self-centred mentality or thinking is like that of the afflictions,32 a
process referred to as pratiprasava (YS II.IO and IV.34): the "return"
to the state of equilibrium or non-afflicted identity. Just as the
afflictions are reduced to the condition of "scorched seed" (i.e. are
made obsolete) through unfaltering discriminative discemment,33 so
the previous samskaras, having become "seeds" scorched by the fire
of knowledge, can no longer generate attachment to ideas34 or fixed
notions of self rooted in ignorance.
Viewed from within the pedagogical context of the Yoga tradition,
Patafijali emphasizes that a necessary detachment or dispassionate
attitude towards each successive experience in the practice of samadhi
must develop for the yogin. Simply perfecting a particular level of
realization in samadhi and remaining at that level of understanding is
not conducive to furthering one's spiritual growth. It is only when a
complete detachment or dispassion (vairagya) develops towards the
present experience that the next step can be taken involving a yet
subtler object of contemplation and support.
Since the mind must be purified and illuminated, and therefore
brought to a gradual refinement or subtilization of understanding
through the sattvification of consciousness, it must "move along" the
scale of the various evolutes of prakrti until it reaches an
identification with the subtlest, finest possible state. Liberation lies in
our becoming disentangled from the misidentification with the objects
of experience, a form of identification involving a misguided sense of
relation with the objects of experience and the world- understood in
terms of "my" objects, "my" attainments or "my" world - which
merely perpetuates a self-serving mentality. All the objects, including
mental content, are evolutes, transformations or actualizations of
prakrti. If bondage and suffering are due to an enslavement to the
vyutthana mode or centrifugal tendency of consciousness: of puru$a
misidentified within prakrti, freedom can take place through a

31 YB IV.27 (p. 201): pratyaytlntartitJyasmfti vtl mameti vtl janamrti ... k:>fyamtl!Jabrjebhyal:t
parvasarnsktirebhya iti.
32

YS IV.28 (p. 201): hanarn e:ftl'fl kle§avad uktam.

33

Cf YS II.26.

34 VB IV.28 (p. 202): yatha klestl dagdhabrjabhava na prarohasanarthti bhavanti tathti
jfianagni ntl dagdhabrjabhaval:t pilrvasarnskaro na pratyayaprasar.
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counterprocess of the nirodha mode or centripetalization of
consciousness, an interiorization and centring of the consciousness
which transcends and heals the fractured consciousness of self thereby
correcting our mistaken identity. The process of nirodha can be
broadly conceived as a de-identification with35 and final dispassion
towards the "seeable" (drsya) starting from grosser forms of
manifestation (i.e. physical objects) up to and including unmanifest
prakrti. Through this process puru~a can realize that it is
distinguishable from everything with which it had been identifying
itself and through which identity had become shaped by the seeable in
one way or another. The sattvification and ultimate liberation of
consciousness has to be effected voluntarily by the yogin's efforts36
and, as the pedagogical context of Yoga ascertains, under the
guidance of a spiritual preceptor (guru) or perhaps through devotional
surrender or dedication to r:svara.
The twenty-four principles (tattvas) with which the mind may
identify and unite are divided fourfold by Patafijali. Patafijali's
modei37 can be understood to include the following:
vise~as - distinct,
specific forms of prakrti comprising: (a) the five gross elements
(bhatas), namely: earth, water, fire, air, space; (b) the five action
organs or conative senses: hands, feet, voice, evacuation and
generation; (c) the five sense organs or cognitive senses: smell, taste,
sight, touch, and sound; (d) the mind-organ (manas).
(2) The "Unparticularized" or six avise~as, the general material causes
of the vise~as, namely: (a) the five subtle elements (tanmatras) that
produce the five gross elements; and (b) asmita-matra, pure
l-am-ness or ego (aharrzkara), the identifying or self-referencing
principle by which the conflated self-identity of puru~a and prakrti
or root composite sentience (asmita) begins to identify itself as
such-and-such a being particularizing itself into individual selves
("I's") or persons.
(3) Linga-matra, the "Designator" or first manifestation of the

(1) The "Particularized" composed of the sixteen

35 The term "de-identification" does not imply here that the power or capacity of the mind to
identify with the objects of experience has been taken away from the yogin or permanently
discarded.
36
37

As YS !.21-22 make clear.

Here I have consulted Arya's [1986: 224-225] formulation of Patafijali's model. The
ontological schematic of prakrti is outlined in YS II.19.
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presence of prakrti, referring to the subtlest evolute, mahat or the
"great (self)" (mahan-atman) which is also a synonym for the
buddhi. This principle is the receptacle for the reflected consciousness of puru$a, the point where a material evolute first appears to
"unite" with puru$a producing asmita, "l-am-ness" (YS II.6), the
root composite sentience not as yet self-conscious as a particular
"I." It is at this junction or interface where puru$a and the mind
"meet" that our notion of person takes root and develops.
(4) Albiga, the "Unmanifest," "Undifferentiate" or transcendent core
of prakrti, not manifest (avyakta) as the phenomena of the universe.
In cognitive samadhi the above states can act as the "objects" of
experience and can be utilized as supportive factors for the aspiring
yogin. This type of samadhi is based on the constitution of the
empirical personality consisting of the mind (citta, which includes, as
we have seen, buddhi, ahamkara and manas), the subtle elements, the
action and sense organs, and the gross elements.
In the context of Yoga praxis, the cosmo gonic model of Pataiijali
is not meant as a purely speculative construction. Rather, it is "a
mixture of a priori theorising and a posteriori explanation of concrete
yogic experiences" (seen. 38 below) and, moreover, is to be used as a
heuristic device for properly orienting the yogin on "his [her] inner
odyssey."38 As stated previously, this study understands Pataiijali's
metaphysical schematic as having been abstracted from yogic
experience, whereas in Classical Sarpkhya it appears that all
experiences are fitted into a metaphysical system, i.e. the dualistic
ontology of puru$a and prakrti. The model in Yoga is primarily a
practical map comprised of contemplative directives which engage
one in the process of sattvification or meditative interiorization, and
realization of intrinsic identity. Secondarily, the model acts as a
descriptive account of the cosmic evolutionary processes of prakrti.39
Thus, the yogin is progressively led towards the ultimate realization of
puru$a via a scheme not unlike that portrayed in the Upani~ads and
which denotes more and more causally subtle grades of selfunderstanding, identity and being. 40 Eventually the yogin transcends
the hierarchy of cognitive possibilities provided by prakrti and
38

G. Feuerstein [1979a: 14].

39

Ibid.

40

See, for example, Katha Up VI.7-8.
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becomes established in the identity of the knower, puru$a alone.
Since the various levels of cognitive samadhi lead from the
identification with grosser objects or content (as effects) to the
identification with subtler objects or content (as causes), the
lower-level samadhis include (in potential) the subtler levels but at
each level any attachment to the former and less subtle identification
and experience is transcended. When the vrttis concerning any effect
are mastered in the process of nirodha, the minds' "doors" of
perception open to the material and efficient cause of that effect. The
efficient cause does not actuate the objects or content of prakrti but
removes obstacles to their realization41 as causally subtler grades of
identification accompanied by progressively more subtle (sattvic)
levels of self-understanding and cognitive clarity. By developing the
capacity to locate, identify with, and be detached from more refined
and less afflicted states of the reflected consciousness of puru$a, the
yogin gradually diminishes the impurities or afflictions (klesas) within
the mind. The result is an increasing "light" of sattva-knowledge or
insight (prajfia) and refinement of experience which leads to
discriminative discernment (vivekakhyati). 42
As a method, and when practised together with concentration and
meditation, samadhi refers to one of the disciplines used to attain the
highest levels of yogic interiorization or constraint (sarnyama). In
regards to content, cognitive samadhi refers to the ecstatic states of
consciousness of the yogin who is yet dependent on objects (prakrti),
and to the types of knowledge and levels of self-understanding
unfolded through its practice. 43 Like nirodha, the term samadhi
alludes to both a process of purification and illumination and a state of
consciousness and self-identity. In fact, the yogic insight (prajfia)
gained from the mastery attained in the practice of sarnyama44 can be
none other than the full-depth of cognitive samadhi, i.e. nirvicarasamadhi. 45 The success of the method or practice presupposes a
sattvified state of awareness and understanding. Liberating knowledge
cannot be acquired, produced or manufactured in the mind.
Mechanical, repetitive approaches to practice involving the use of
4l

YSIV.3.

42
43

This refers to the samapattis of YS 1.42-44.

44

YS III.4-5.

45

YS 1.47-50; see the discussion on nirvicara-samadhi later in this article.

See YS II.28 and YB II.28.
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yogic technique cannot bring about insight or the desired goal of
liberated selfhood. According to Yoga philosophy, insight already
exists in the mind as a potential within nature (prakrti) in the form of
sattva-intelligence. Through the "beginningless" accumulation of the
sedimentation of ignorance in the mind, liberating knowledge is
covered over, concealed from consciousness. However, by means of
the attenuation of the afflicted condition of the mind, insight and
"goodness" - the sattvic nature of consciousness - is gradually
revealed as being intrinsic to the mind.
Cognitive samadhi obstructs the recurring manifestation of the
afflictions in the form of rajas and tamas while simultaneously aiding
in the direct experience of the pure sattva of the mind as being distinct
from the puru~a. Samadhi uncovers fully the light of sattva through
which our misconceived identity and distorted cognition or error
(viparyaya) dissolves and clear knowledge (jfiana) or insight (prajfia)
is revealed. All barriers to the realization of puru~a are thus removed.
While through ordinary perception (pratyak~a) a tangible object
can be seen, experienced, thought of, contemplated, yet its material
cause may not be conscious, known or obvious. Observing a clay pot,
for example, one normally may not think of what the clay pot is made
of. But when knowledge of the underlying nature of the pot (i.e. as
clay) reaches a definite clarity or "fullness," the clay substance - the
real "stuff' of the pot - becomes, as it were, more "real" or
"permanent" and the pot is perceived as a subsidiary of the clay. A
clay pot breaks easily; its durability and stability is minimal compared
to that of its cause, the clay. Using a clay pot and its material cause
(upadana) as an analogy, we can say that it is for the above reason
that the subtler objects in the practice of samadhi lead to a greater and
more lasting stability and one-pointedness of mind. As the mind
focuses on the normally experienced, conventional nature of an object,
it slowly transcends its tangible or extrinsic nature and grasps the
unobvious, the cause or intrinsic nature and value which was
previously not known, seen or experienced. In Yoga, the identification
with the modification (vrtti) of the effect is, through the process of
nirodha, understood, mastered and transcended thereby disclosing the
form (vrtti) of its cause. The identification with vrtti may take the
form of a pratyaya - pratyaya referring to the significance or content
of a vrtti including fixed, egoic notions of self and identity which are
cemented or crystallized in the mind (see discussion on YS 1.41 below).
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Because a cause is always subtler, less tangible and located deeper
within the mind-processes - closer, as it were, to the light of puru$a
- the next step in the practice of samadhi is invariably subtler. Thus,
the process of the sattvification of the mind which leads the attention
of the yogin from the grosser objects or content to the more subtle,
and effects to causes continues until the yogin reaches the most
refined state of understanding and experience. This is the meaning of
progress in cognitive samadhi. When the mind becomes as "unified"
with the object as a red-hot ball of iron is with fire,46 the former
(familiar) ground is superseded and the next exercise to gain the yet
subtler, finer ground begins.
The process of samadhi and its application in stages through
sarrtyama (YS 111.6) leading to the progressive attainment of yogic
insight does not entail an ontological negation or cessation nor a
denial, withdrawal or "escape" from the phenomenal world, but rather
suggests a fullness, completion and transcendence of experience and
its effects in the form of misidentification and attachment at each
stage of practice. In samadhi transcendence implies a knowledge of
mastery (vasrkara),47 a dispassion (vairagya) towards, not denial of
relative existence thereby dispensing with the empirical limitations or
pra]qtic barriers to the realization of puru$a. What is involved here is
not only a focusing of attention on a subtler object or rising to a higher
realm which includes universalist values such as an ethical universal
of purity or insight, but a "rising above" (from Lat. trans + scendere:
to climb over or rise above) our normal perception and relation to the
"given" - the experienced object - which allows the possibility of
leverage over it, of changing the perception and relation to that
"given." Transcendence involves a gradual shedding of the layers of
ignorance and misidentification, the mental conditioning of cittavrtti.
What is transcended in Yoga is one's identity as it is given shape and
functions within the framework of a bifurcation between self and
world formed within prakrti, a consciousness of self which
ineluctably holds itself to be separate from, yet craves satisfaction
through, the objects of experience. The yogin becomes detached from
the world of sarrtyoga and its polarization of self and world - a
46 The analogy of the "red-hot ball of iron" is given by Vijiiana Bhik~u; see YV 1.17 (p. 110):
taptayal:t pi[lcf,avad ekrbhavena sthalastlk!fatkaro puru 0aparyantanam sarve 0ttm eva bhanat. "In
the direct perception of the gross object there is perception of everything up to puru 0a because of
an identity, as in [the case of] a red-hot ball of iron."
47

YSI.15.
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subject-object dichotomy that governs and defines our self-identity as
egoity. The failure to distinguish between the true experiencer
(puru$a) and what is experienced comes to an end and along with it
the mistaken identity which had been responsible for generating a
"mental self out of delusion" (YB 11.6) vanishes from consciousness.
The practice of samadhi is not merely the concentration on an
object or idea, nor is it getting lost in self-hypnotism. Nor has it to do
with a relapse into unconsciousness or "drug-induced" experiences.48
Having been released from its rajasic and tamasic functioning, the
mind in the experience of samadhi is not made dull, inactive,
incapacitated, thoughtless or unconscious. Samadhi is accompanied
by acute "wakefulness," alertness and mental lucidity, in fact an
overcoming of the egoic limitations of consciousness. The possibility
for an egoless knowing (as Yoga claims takes place in the state of
samadhi) and thus the embodied implications of this knowing for an
enlightened human nature were rejected for instance by C. G. Jung.49
Paralleling Kant, Jung argued from the perspective of the epistemological limitations of human nature (i.e. one cannot know "the
thing-in-itself') and the more theological claim within, for example,
Christianity, that human nature is inescapably flawed.
The essence of cognitive samadhi is the centring of our
diversified, fractured being leading at its most profound or advanced
level to an organic and spiritual reunification of our individuated
sense of self with the universal matrix (mahat) of manifest prakrti.
Pralqti, it is to be remembered, while being a multi-dimensional
principle of existence, is yet in essence of one "piece." The main task
of the yogin lies in the gradual overcoming of the power of the
emerging (vyutthana) ego-consciousness lending itself to an extrinsic
identity of selfhood and the simultaneous cultivation of the
sattvification process in nirodha which counteracts the powerful
tendency of human consciousness to become attached to, shaped and
defined by the objects of experience. Patafijali explains that the mind
48 Patafijali does state in YS IV.l that the siddhis (supra-normal powers) can be the result of
birth, herbs, mantra recitation, ascesis or samadhi. But nowhere in the YS does Patafijali claim that
drugs can replace the self-discipline and commitment required for the attainment of samadhi.
Furthermore, the siddhis are not the true goal of Yoga.
49 See Jung [1973]; see also Jung [1963: 26] and [1978]. For a critique of Jung's views,
especially on his equating samadhi with the psychologist's "unconscious," see Swami
Akhilananda [1947: 167]; see also Jacobs [1961: 164], and Coward [1979: 323-336]. While Jung's
position is obviously prejudiced, he was right to warn against Westerners merely imitating the
East and carelessly or impulsively abandoning their historical roots.
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has two basic characteristics to which it conforms: (1) dispersiveness
(sarvarthata) or the tendency of attention to be drawn into
all-objectivity, and (2) one-pointedness (ekagrata).50 The mind can
become concentrated through the dwindling of its dispersive
predispositions leading to attachment (raga) and aversion (dve~a) and
the subsequent cultivation of one-pointedness wherein states of
samadhi are predominant. At this concentrated stage the mind is
favourably disposed towards illuminating insight and dispassion qualities of its inherent sattvic nature - as the distractions (vik~epa)
or obstacles (antaraya, YS 1.30) to such illumination are rendered
inoperative. Patafijali declares: "Then again, when there is a sameness
between the subsided and the arising idea, there is the transformation
of one-pointedness of the mind." 51 In samadhi the mind onepointedly and in a collected manner (samahita) assumes the form of
similar ideas which appear momentarily in consciousness.52 Both of
the above transformations are seen by Patafijali as particular forms
(dharma) of change.
It could be argued that the levels of samadhi are more or less
common to other schools of Yoga or Hindu thought. Yet the analysis
of samadhi given by Patafijali, from the point of view of the depths of
human existence, is centrally important and more illuminating than
many of the others. In order to know the true nature of things,
Patafijali tells us in no uncertain terms that it is necessary to
experience states of samadhi and attain greater epistemic "oneness"
with our objects of experience. Why, might we ask, is this "oneness"
necessary in order to know the true nature of things? The answer
Patafijali gives is that, otherwise, hindrinces in the form of impurities
(i.e. the afflictions) are bound to get in our way, to come between us,
as knowers, and what we are trying to know. These hindrinces,
impediments to "oneness," can be seen to come from three places (YS
1.41): (i) the nature of the knower or grasper (grahr:tr); (ii) the nature
of what is being known or grasped (grahya); and (iii) the nature of the
medium between these two, the act of knowing or grasping

50 YS III.ll; Vyasa writes (YB III.ll: 123): sarvarthattl cittadharmaf:t. ekilgratapi cittadharma/:t.
J. H. Woods translates the compound sarva-arthata as "dispersiveness."

51
52

YS III.12 (p. 124): tataf:t puna/:t santoditau tulyapratyayau cittasyaikagrataparil;amaf:t.

YB III.l2 (p. 124): samahitacittasya parvapratyayaf:t santa ... udita/:t, samadhicittam ubhayor anugatarrz ...
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(grahm:za).53 Ian Kesarcodi-Watson aptly observes:
If I perceive things through inner or outer veils - mental ones like biases,

preconceivings, categories, memories; or physical ones like defective
sense-organs - I will not perceive things properly. Or if these things do
not present themselves properly to me, or are not allowed to present their
proper selves by something intervening, like smog or a hessian screen,
again, it will not be their true nature that I will perceive ... 54

How do we purge ourselves and situations of the preceding kinds of
unclearness? Numerous questions may arise which can lead one to
doubt the possibility for the kind of epistemic clarity Yoga is talking
about. For example, one could ask: Is the world as object(s) in some
essential sense only a construct? Is all knowledge radically
interpretive? Is every act of perception and cognition contingent,
mediated, situated, contextual, theory-bound? Is what one knows and
experiences to an indeterminate extent a projection? To these
questions and others like it Patafijali would reply with a final,
emphatic "no." Human cognition is not so limited although, as we
have seen, Patafijali admits that there are obstructions to clear
"seeing," obstructions which, however, can be removed through yogic
discipline. Kesarcodi-Watson makes the following incisive comment:
In the end Pataiijali declares, and I think rightly, that we escape these
problems by being at-one-with the things we seek to know. Without this
oneness we never can be quite sure that it is the svarupa [true form/nature]
of the thing we are acquainted with, and not some mere surrogate. This is,
indeed, the central problem of perception. Many, especially in Western
thought, have counselled despair; or fled to one or another of several
forms of Idealism. Very few have had the courage to claim that we really
can contact svarupas. Yet this is what Pataiijali does in his doctrine, or
doctrines of samadhi. 55

Even though the mind has the capacity for knowledge of all things, to
realize all matters, it fails to do so because of the intervention and
misidentification with mental content or objects of perception (i.e. the
vrtti-generating complex); only when their interruption is finally
prevented through the clarity attained in samadhi does the full
53

As can be inferred from Patafijali's analysis in YS 1.41. Seen. 65 below.

54
55

Kesarcodi-Watson [1982: 780].
Ibid, p. 80.
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realization (sak~atkara) of the objects of contemplation occur. In
Yoga, unmediated perception is possible and such clarity allows for
insight into the true nature of any object. This is the direct perception
of the yogin (yogi-pratyak~a). In Yoga philosophy these finer states of
perception arise in sarrtprajfitlta and not in the "lower" concentrations
(the cittaparikarmas, YS 1: 33-39) where the totality of the object of
concentration cannot be fully grasped. Through the concept of
samadhi Yoga has worked out the epistemological presuppositions
necessary in order to connect the interiority of the inner viewer
(observer) with the interiority of the objects viewed (observed).
In spite of the central role given it in the process of liberation in
Yoga, one must guard against mistaking higher perception as an end
in itself. It is not that the yogin's direct perception of a grosser object
in samadhi automatically leads to the finer ground of a subtler object.
A material object or mental content cannot in itself bring about
spiritual realization or ego-transcendence. In perception only a vrtti is
generated. One must also develop a detachment or dispassion towards
that vrtti of perception. Insight into the true nature and form (svarapa)
of an object in samadhi only leads to the powers (siddhis) which are
described in the third chapter (entitled the Vibhuti-Pada) of the YS.
The YS posits an ultimate goal (kaivalya) of Yoga that is decidedly not
personal knowledge or power. The practice of sarrtyama has also a
soteriological purpose. Patafijali and Vyasa view yogic power as
instrumental to the attainment of kaivalya, but also as being without
intrinsic value. Citing Adolf J amicek, C. Pensa points out that the
powers in Yoga are presumed to be "a sign of correct Yoga
procedure" 56 but are not the true aim of Yoga. G. Feuerstein
correctly avers:
the special gifts acquired through the practice of constraint [sa111yama]
cannot possibly be stamped as unwanted side-effects which inevitably
block the yogin's path to Self-realization .... The danger lies not in the
extraordinary insight or powers which the practice of constraint is said to
yield, but in the yogin's attitude towards them .... The popular opinion that
these yogic abilities are not part of the path to Self-realization is
demonstrably wrong. 57

56 Janacek [1951] quoted by Pensa [1969: 200]. Elsewhere Pensa [1973: 39] emphasizes that
the powers cannot be "separated from the essentially organic and unitary structure of Yoga."

57

Feuerstein [1979a: 104].
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According to YS III.37 certain supernormal powers - called pratibha
(understood in YS III.36 as "vividness" or "intuitive illumination" in
regard to hearing, touching or sensing, sight, taste and smell)SS - are
to be looked upon as "impediments to samadhi but perfections in the
state of extroversion or emergence (vyutthana)."59 These powers,
which can be understood as a natural by-product of the yogin's
meditative practice, are accomplishments only from the point of view
of the egoic consciousness. Indulging in them only serves to inflate
the ego and prevents spiritual growth precisely because the
deployment of them presupposes that we invest our attention in the
sensorial world and the desire for power or control over it (reinforcing
the subject-object duality within prakrti which Yoga seeks to bring an
end to). The powers are made available or accessed by means of an
ascension through the tattvas (principles of existence) as enumerated
in Sa:rpkhya. The enhanced abilities, for example, to observe the
subtle elements (tanmatras) giving rise to the gross elements (bhatas)
- which is the import of YS III.36 and clearly follows the Sarpkhyan
scheme 60 - need not be a problem in Yoga. It is rather one's
attachment to these powers or selfish manipulation of them that
inevitably creates difficulties and confusion for oneself and others.
Any clinging to or misappropriation of power means that we reinforce
the habit of assuming we are ego-personalities rather than puru~a.
Clearly then the powers are detrimental if one had no higher goal or
aspiration. On the other hand they can be supportive of the true "goal"
of Yoga: "aloneness" (kaivalya ). Siddhis can be understood as the
result of a disciplined mind properly cultivated in concentration,
meditation and samadhi and not utilized for selfish gain or control.
The yogin is capable, through sarrzyama, to attain a mastery over the
elements (bhutas, YS III.44) and develop the set of eight powers: of
becoming minute, perfection of the body, etc., as mentioned in YS
III.45 and YB III.45). It is noteworthy that the powers can be read as a
progression from mastery of the elements, to mastery of the sense
organs (YS III.47), mastery of the source of the manifest (pradhana,
YS III.48), and sovereignty over (i.e. nonenslavement to) all states of

58

YS III.36 (p. 156): tataf:z pratibhasrava1Javedanadar§asvadavarta jayante.

59 YS III.37 (p. 156): te samadhav upasarga vyutthane siddhayaf:z. Cf. Mahabharata XII.232,
22 and XII.266, 7 which advise that these "intuitive illuminations" arising from one's spiritual
practice should be ignored or conquered.
60 See Chapple and Kelly [1990: 95].
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existence, as well as omniscience (YS III.49). Yet, in the final analysis,
there is the need for a detachment or dispassion towards all power (as
YS III. 50 clearly indicates) in order for the liberated state of
"aloneness" to arise.61 Vyasa thus boldly advocates that even though
great powers can be accessed through Yoga, the true yogin does not
venture to transgress the natural laws of prakrti.62 Pataiijali was not
opposed to the right use of siddhis - which could serve to bring
about a more insightful understanding of oneself and the cosmos - or
else he would not have dedicated the entire third chapter of his work
to these manifestations of power (vibhatis). Vyasa maintains that the
realization of the purity of puru~a and the culminating stage of
liberated "aloneness" (kaivalya) can take place whether one has
acquired siddhis or not. 63
3. An analysis of YS 1.41

When the modifications (vrttis) of the mind have diminished or
subsided through practice (abhyasa) and dispassion (vairagya),64 the
"barriers" between the mind and the object dissolve and both "coincide." This process is elucidated by Patafijali in YS 1.41 as follows:
"[The steadied mind] of diminished modifications, like a precious
(flawless) jewel assuming the colour (i.e. respective qualities) of the
grasper, the grasping and the grasped, has unification."65 This satra
describes the basic processes and mechanism of any form of cognitive
samadhi. The term samapatti ("unification") has been translated as:

61 Cf. BG III.42 where the senses are described as being great, the mind as being above the
senses, the intellect as being superior to the mind, and even greater than the intellect is said to be
the Self.
62

YB III.45 (p. 165): na ca sakto 'pi padartha viparytlsal'fl karoti. The ethical implications of
Vyasa's statement should not go unnoticed. It would not be inappropriate, for example, to suggest
that those who abuse power while claiming to be yo gins are not true yo gins.

63 YB III.55 (p. 175): ... puru{iasyopacaritabhogabhavab suddhi/:t. etasyabhavasthaytll'fl kaivalyal'fl bhavafisvarasytln!svarasya ...
64 The practice referred to here is the meditative practice on one principle (ekatattvtibhytisa, YS
I.32), dealt with in YS I: 32-39, and meant for stabilizing the mind and preventing the obstacles or
distractions (YS !.30-31) from arising. Vyasa includes vairagya here (YB I.31) even though it is
not mentioned in YS I.32 itself. It appears that from the point of their introduction in YS I.l2 and
onwards both abhyasa and vairagya can be seen to include the necessary expedients and
preconditions for all yogic attainments and insights.

65 YS I.41 (p. 43): k$fl)avrtter abhijatasyeva mal)er grahztrgrahal)agrahye$U tatsthatadaftjanattl samtlpatti/:t.
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"balanced-state,"66 "engrossment,"67 " transformation,"68 "thought
transformation," 69 "illumination," 70 "complete identity," 71 "consummation," 72 "Zusammenfallen," 73 "coincidence," 74 "intentional
identity," 75 "identification-in -samadhi," 76 "unity." 77 According to
Monier-Williams, samapatti means "coming together, meeting,
encountering." 78 In the context of the YS, samapatti (herein
translated as "unification") denotes the proficiency, accomplishment
and transmutation of the mind (citta) which takes place in samadhi.
More specifically, samapatti is the insight (prajfia) thus gained as
derived from sarrzprajfiata (YS 1.17) which signifies that the mind
breaks into and coincides with the sphere of the "object" grasped,
unifies or fuses with it and reveals its innermost "essence." This
process of "unification" is elaborated upon by way of an example.
Vyasa writes:
The analogy is given of a precious jewel. As a crystal, according to the
things set near it, becomes tinged with their colours and appears to take on
their respective forms, so the mind is coloured by the object of
contemplation, and through uniting with the object appears in the form of
the object. 79

Having extinguished, through practice and dispassion, the external
impurities of the mind, the objects or supportive factors (alambana)
can more clearly and fully reflect in the mind and an identification or
unification occurs. In the above analogy, both the crystal and the
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

78
79

Woods [1914]; Rukmani [1981: 206].
Aral)ya [1963: 99].
Bangali Baba [1976: 21].
R. Prasada [1912: 64].
Sri Purohit Swami [1973].
Dvivedl [1934].
Taimni [1961].
Hauer [1958: 243].
Feuerstein [ 1979a: 51].
Koelman [1970: 197].
Leggett [1990: 152].
Chapple and Kelly [1990: 52].
Monier-Williams [1899: 1161].

YB 1.41 (p. 43): abhijatasyeva mal)er iti dNttlntopadanam. tatha sphatika upasrayabhedat
tattadrapoparakta upasrayarapakarel)a nirbhasate tatha grahyalambanoparaktam cittam grahyasamapannam grahyasvarapakarel)a nirbhasate.
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coloured object - although they persist in actually remaining two
separate, distinct "entities" - appear, from the moment in which the
crystal is placed near the object, as a single thing: a coloured crystal.
Similarly, the mind and the object in samadhi are two different
pra]qtic states which at the moment of the identification appear in the
experience of the yogin as if they are the same "thing" (ontologically)
due to the total absorption of the mind in the object. As the crystal
does not undergo any permanent modification by having been
coloured by the object, likewise the mind, as the underlying "dharmaholder" (dharmin) of consciousness, is not intrinsically altered by
being absorbed in, i.e. assuming the form or characteristic (dharma)
of, the object.
Patafijali and the Yoga school look upon the "one mind" (cittam
ekam, YS IV.5) as the primary "state" or "dharma-holder" which
remains constant (as pure unblemished sattva) throughout the
transformations (pariTJtlma) that occur in ordinary life. All
impressions (sarrzskaras, whether of a vyutthana or a nirodha nature,
YS 111.9), and thought constructs/ideas/intentions (pratyaya, YS 111.12)
are considered as forms or characteristics (dharma) of the mind.
Applying the satkaryavada doctrine - that change affects only the
form of a thing, not its underlying "substance" - Patafijali shows
how the three basic forms or states of an object, namely: its
"subsided" (santa) or past aspect, its "arisen" (udita) or present aspect,
and its "indetermined" (avyapadesya) or future aspect are related to
the same dharmin which is constantly present, yet different from (i.e.
is not to be reduced to), its forms or modifications. so For example,
the mind is not annihilated or negated when the mental processes
diminish or subside. Hence throughout the changing modes of identity
brought about by the impressions and mental processes the mind does
not actually lose its finest, essential nature as pure sattva (i.e. clarity,
knowledge) which reflects the pure light of puru~a. Without the
presence of this reflected illumination of puru~a in the mind, the
human personality in whatever mode could not function. The mind,
however, extrinsically conforms or corresponds to its characteristics
(dharmas) as in the case of, for example, its tendency towards either
dispersiveness/objectivity or one-pointedness (YS 111.11), extroversion or interiorization (YS 111.9), these being transformations of the

80

YS 111.14.
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forms (dharma-paril;ama) in which consciousness and cognition
function. Each characteristic (dharma) is connected with the three
aspects of time/designation (lak~m:w-paril;ama) and has its own states
or stages of development (avastha-pari!Jama).81
In his exposition of YS 1.41 Vyasa states: "When the modifications/mental processes have subsided means: when the ideas/
intentions have diminished."82 Based on Vyasa's commentary (YB
1.1 ), we have previously explained that the definition of Yoga given in
YS 1.2 does not only mean that Yoga is the cessation of the misidentification with all vrttis because the cessation with the misidentification with all vrttis takes place only in enstasy (asar(lprajfiata)
whereas cognitive samadhi or ecstasy (sar(lprajfiata) is also meant to
be included in Yoga. Since YS 1.41 deals (at least provisionally) with
sar(lprajfiata or sabrja-samadhi, as YS I.46 suggests, Vyasa (YB 1.41)
omits the word "all." In other words, Vyasa's clause, "the modifications/mental processes have subsided" indicates that vrttis other
than those83 of the one-pointedness (ekagrata, YS 111.11-12) of the
object in samadhi have been mastered and have therefore subsided
because the identification/unification (samapatti) defined in this sutra
is also a form of vrtti, albeit one of knowledge, insight or yogic
perception (prajfia, yogi-pratyak~a). The subsiding of the vrttis in this
context is limited to the rajasic and tamasic mental processes.
Vacaspati Misra therefore explains that the ability of the mind to
function in a crystal-like fashion requires a sattva dominance within
consciousness. 84
Both Vyasa and Vijfiana Bhik~u explain vrtti (as used in YS I.41)
in the context of pratyaya. V:rtti and pratyaya do not strictly refer to
the same thing, vrtti indicating an underlying mental process and
pratyaya meaning the product/content (i.e. cognition, idea, intention)
or significance of a vrtti which, by means of this mental process,
arrives at consciousness. However, for the purpose of the explanation

81

82
83
84

YS III.l3.

YB 1.41 (p. 43): ksziJavrtter iti pratyastamitapratyayasyetyarthaf:t.
YVI.41 (p. 208): ksfTJavrtter apagatavrttyantarasya cittasyetyartha/:t.

TV 1.41 (p. 43): abhyasavairagyabhyaf/1 ksziJarajasatamasapramaTJadivrtte§ cittasya . ...
tadanena cittasattvasya svabhavasvacchasya rajastamobhyamanabhibhava ukta/:t." [From which
the modifications have subsided] describes the mind as existing in the state, in which that class of
modifications (pramaTJa, valid cognition) which are of a rajasic or a tamasic nature have subsided
as a result of practice and dispassion. In this manner it is stated that the sattva of the mind, which
is by nature pure, is not overpowered by rajas (disturbing activity) and tamas (inertia, dullness)."
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which follows, the apparent identification of both terms seems
acceptable. 85 Vyasa and Vijfiana Bhik~u acutely observe that when
the samapatti takes place the pratyayas have not all been eliminated
since there subsists one pratyaya - the samapatti itself which
constitutes in itself a pratyaya. 86 It is evident that in the experience
of samapatti there occurs an act of perception/cognition in which
something becomes present or is revealed to consciousness.
YS 1.41 constitutes a phenomenological analysis of experiences in
cognitive samadhi wherein the "seeable" (drsya, prakrti) is described
experientially. Concerning the objects, the "grasped" (grahyas),
Vyasa states:
Coloured by a gross object which is its supportive factor, the mind appears
to take on the nature of that object. Similarly, when coloured by
contemplation on a subtle object, unified with a subtle object, it appears to
have the nature of that subtle object. Coloured by any particular thing
(material object) and identified with that thing in samadhi, it appears as
that particular form. 8 7

The realm of the "grasped" m Yoga can be divided into three
categories:
(1) The gross objects of support and identification (sthala-alambana),

comprising the five gross elements and involving the physical
senses.
(2) The subtle objects of support and identification (bhata-sflk$ma):
theoretically including all subtle principles from the subtle elements
(tanmatras) up to and including unmanifest prakrti.88
(3) The various material objects or particular "things" of the universe
(visva-bhedas), comprising the "sentient" and "insentient" entities
and objects (such as cows and jars respectively).
85 This explanation for the relationship between vrtti and pratyaya clearly renders Feuerstein's
hierarchical summarization of the process of nirodha somewhat obsolete in that Feuerstein
[1979a: 28] sees "pratyaya-nirodha" ("restriction of the presented-ideas") as a level of
"restriction" which takes place after "vrtti-nirodha" ("restriction of the fluctuations").
86 See n. 82 above; see also YV 1.41 (p. 209): pratyayasya pratyayantarasyeti artha/:z sami1patter api pratyayatvilt.
87 YB 1.41 (p. 43): bhutasilk($moparaktaiJ1 bhutasilk$masami1panna1J1 bhutasilk$masvarupi1bhi1saiJ1 bhavati. tathi1 sthulalambanoparaktaiJ'I sthularupi1sami1panna1J1 sthularupabhi1saiJ1
bhavati. tathi1 visvabhedoparaktaiJ'I visvabhedasami1panna1J1 visvarupilbhasaiJ'I bhavati.
88 See YV 1.41 (p. 210); cf. YS 1.40 (p. 42): paramauuparamamahattvanto 'sya vasrkara/:z. "The
yogin's mastery [extends] from the most minute to the greatest."
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It appears to be the case that the category of the "grasped" (grahyas)
in Yoga is structured to include the objects of samapatti only in the
vitarka- and vicara-samadhis: the lower forms of cognitive samadhi.
This seems to be consistent with the approach adopted in YS 1.17 and
1.42-44. The gross and subtle objects refer technically to the external

or "objective" world only and therefore could not be inclusive of the
"subjective" or "interior" categories of ego (ahamkara) and intellect
(buddhi), and then on to the unmanifestprakrti (alinga).89
Concerning the instruments of knowledge or "grasping"
(grahaJJas), Vyasa says: "So also with the senses, which are the
instruments of grasping. The mind, coloured by the instruments of
grasping, identified (unified) with them, appears to have the nature of
the instruments of grasping."90 "Grasping" refers to the perceiver's
own senses and this may include the innermost senses, namely,
ahamkara and buddhi. 91 At this stage of our analysis it seems
reasonable to suggest that because the physical senses have already
been included in the gross elements (as grahyas), only the "inner"
senses need to be understood as grahaJJas.
On the term grahrtr ("grasper," "knower"), Vyasa writes:
Similarly, when the mind is coloured by the self who is the prakrtic agent
of grasping (i.e. the empirical grasper) as its supportive factor, united with
puru:Ja as that grasper, it appears to have the nature of puru:ja as that
grasper. Again, when the mind is coloured by the liberated puru:ja as its
supportive factor, unified with that liberated puru:ja, it appears to have the
nature of that liberated puru:ja. 92

Grahrtr, explained by Vyasa as the prakrtic agent of experience,
cannot be subdivided between gross and subtle and no such attempt,
to our knowledge, has been made by the commentators. Vyasa,
however, differentiates between (a) grahrtr purw;a - puru$a
appearing as an empirical or prakrtic agent, and (b) mukta puru$a the liberated Self. Vyasa not only says "grahur" - the prakrtic,
89

Vacaspati Misra also holds this opinion; see TVI.4l (p. 43).

90

YB I.4l (p. 43): tatha graha7;e0v apzndriye,~v api dra 0tavyam. graha7;alambanoparaktaf!l
graha7;asamapannaf!l graha7;asvarapakare7Ja nirbhasate.

91 As Vijfiana Bhik$u notes in YV I.41 (p. 210): indriyalJal!l suk0maf!l buddhyahaf!lkarav iti
bha0yakaro vak0yati.
92 YB 1.41 (pp. 43-44): tatha grahztrpuru 0alambanoparaktaf!l grahztrpuru 0asamapannaf!l
grahztrpuru 0asvarapakare7Ja nirbhasate. tatha muktapuru0alambanoparaktal!l muktapuru0asamapannaf!l muktapuru0asvarapakare7Ja nirbhasata iti.
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empirical or knowing agent - but adds "puru~a" so as to preclude
buddhi alone93 but to include puru~a reflected in the mind as asmita,
totally "identified" with it, as mahan atma (the "great self') or
mahat.94 Vyasa consistently describes the locus of knowledge with
reference to puru~a regardless of how puru~a's identity (or
misidentity) is being conceived (e.g. as an analogical understanding of
consciousness as in cittavrtti, asmita).95
The question arises: Are there indeed two kinds of puru~as? In
Yoga certainly not. There is no intrinsic difference between the
puru~a appearing to dwell in a bound personality and the puru~a
which appears to be liberated. Puru~a is ever-free by nature
(nitya-mukta-svabhava). The subject of YS 1.41 (at least provisionally)
is not the intrinsic nature of puru~a but the stages of cognitive
samadhi. The final stages of cognitive samadhi may be divided into
three levels: (1) the realization, mastery of and unification with
buddhi - the principle of intelligence - also referred to as mahat,
and where there is not yet the realization of puru~a; (2) the realization
of the reflection of puru~a in the buddhi in asmita - the principal
constituent, the agent or "grasper" (grahrtr); (3) the realization that
the reflection is not itself puru~a. Puru~a is the ever-free principle of
pure consciousness, the reflection of which is seen in asmita-samadhi
(YS 1.17). Vyasa therefore differentiates between the reflection of
puru~a (in asmita) and the changeless puru~a whose existence
transcends the realm of the gu7Jas.
As the constituents of an empirical personality the principles of
prakrti can be divided into a scheme of apprehension which can be
formulated as follows96:
Vise~as,

the 16 manifestations of the "Particularized," the objects
(grahyas) "grasped" by the "grasper" or knower-agent. Ego - the
sense of self (ahamkara, asmita-matra) or sixth avise~a - is the
instrument through which asmita appropriates or claims the
knowledge of the objects. Ahamkara is graha7Ja, the instrument of
grasping or cognizing.

(1)

93

YVI.41 (p. 211): grahrtrtva111 buddher api vyapadisyata iti tadvytivarttantiya puru$apadam.

94

See YB II.19 and Arm)ya [1963: 102,197].

95 Vacaspati's reflection theory, however, tends to shift the locus of knowledge to the buddhi
or intellect.
96

See Arya [1986: 376-377].
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(2) Avise,yas, in the form of the five subtle elements (tanmatras), are
also objects "grasped" (grahyas).
(3) Linga-matra (buddhi or mahat) receives and reflects consciousness from puru,ya, thus creating asmita - egoity or l-am-ness the composite sentience, as if the seer and the seeable are a single
self (YS 11.6). This is where the potential for dissatisfaction (klda)
actually takes root. The division or polarization of "seeing" into
"seer and seeing" and the subsequent conjunction (samyoga) based
on the epistemological distortion enveloping the subject (subjectified self) and the objectified world can be dismantled. When the
mind, fragmented by the power of ignorance, is assumed to be the
locus of the seer, there results the afflicted 1-sense (asmita), a mere
reflection of puru,ya. The reflected sense of l-am-ness, and not
puru,ya, is the agent (grahrtr), the one who attempts to grasp or
apprehend.
The above scheme is important in the classification of samadhi in
YS 1.17: (1) Grahyas are the supportive factors (alambana) in the
vitarka- and vicara-accompanied ecstasies. (2) Graha7Ja is the
supportive factor in the ananda-accompanied ecstasy. (3) Grahrtr is
the supportive factor in the asmita-accompanied ecstasy. How these
states interconnect and are related will be dealt with later. The Yoga
tradition states the above to be the purposeful factors of cognitive
samadhi. 97 Any other objects are only parts or composites of these.
97 Chapple and Kelly [1990: 52] give a translation of YS I.41 which is at variance with Vyasa's
interpretation. They translate YS 1.41 as follows: "[The accomplished mind] of diminished
fluctuations, like a precious (or clear) jewel assuming the color of any near object, has unity
among grasper, grasping, and grasped." Stating that Vyasa posits three types of "unity"
(samapatti), they argue (ibid) for only "one form of unity where ... all three aspects of grasping,
etc., collapse, regardless of what is grasped, gross or subtle." YS I.41 can be interpreted as positing
one unity among grasper, grasping and grasped but this can be the case only after sufficient
purification of the mind has taken place. As a study of vitarka and vicara (which follows this
section) makes clear, the earlier stages of samapatti (in the "sa" forms) do not entail the necessary
purity of mind which enables a full-fledged unity of the three components of the above triad to
take place. Much of what goes on at the lower-level samapattis is a removal of misidentification
(ignorance) so that unification among the grasper, grasping and the grasped can take place. Vyasa
understands samapatti as a multi-levelled practice which progressively purifies and illuminates
consciousness thereby allowing insight and pure "seeing" to arise. In fact, the stages of samapatti
are considered by Pataiijali to fall under the category of samadhi with seed (sabrja, YS I.46), the
potential still remaining for the "seeds" of ignorance to "sprout." When sufficient purification of
consciousness in relation to the grasped, grasping and grasper has transpired, only then can there
be an authentic unification among grasper, grasping and grasped. Samapatti does not begin with
this unification. Vyasa is pointing out where ignorance can arise in forms of cognitive samadhi
and how that ignorance can be eradicated. His emphasis here is pedagogical as well as
epistemological. Samapatti involves a process of the increasing sattvification of consciousness
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A note of caution should be given here regarding samprajfiata,
especially those samadhi-experiences which focus on the sixteen
vise$aS, and particularly the five gross elements. One may mistake
these to be samadhis on the external world, i.e. the earth, physical
forms, etc., with all the gross elements. It should be remembered that:
(a) a perception of gross elements in the ordinary world falls within
the normal category of pratyak$a (YS I.7), a vrtti which has subsided,
and (b) holding the perception in the mind is memory (smrti), another
vrtti which has subsided. In samadhi the focus on supportive factors is
internal, as they exist, operate and are cognized within the mind
(citta): The locus for identification with the "grasped" (grahya) is the
manas, the locus for identification with "grasping" (grahm:za) is
ahamkara, and the locus for identification with the "grasper" (grahur)
is the buddhi. It is within the mind (citta) that their nature is observed
and mastered through a more refined process of perception (yogipratyak$a). Samadhi consists of the convergence of the particular
evolute as one of the subjectively inherent components of the mind
with its correlate or counterpart in the objective world. For example,
since mind (citta) is the "controller" of the senses (YS II.54-55 and YB
II.54-55), the various powers of the senses are all included in the mind.
The mind focuses on the objects and assimilates the vrttis arising
through the experience of those objects. Thus, the lower-level agent of
samadhi, the mind-organ (manas) and the object converge and merge
establishing a "unification," fullness (sam) and perfection of the
insight (prajfia) at that level. This applies not only to vitarka but to all
the levels of cognitive samadhi. In the process of nirodha there takes
place an interiorization of attention, a necessary, inward movement or
"flow" of consciousness in the mind allowing for a retracing of
consciousness and identity from a distorted, unsteady state of
dispersion and emergence (vyutthana) to a finer, concentrated state
whereby experience, no longer frustrated due to epistemic distortion,
is allowed to complete itself through a full merging or unification with
the object of experience. This process involves as well a retrieval in
where the yogin's attention is led from the grosser to the most subtle aspects of the "seeable"
(including the ego and intellect) through which insight (prajiia) dawns and the discriminative
discernment between sattva and puru$a comes about. Vyasa's perspective, however, can be seen
to incorporate the above view held by Chapple and Kelly: When sufficient purification and
illumination of consciousness have taken place, on whatever level, be it that of the grasped,
grasping or grasped, there is a unification of all three implying no epistemological distortion. But
the stages of purification in samadhi are important and must not be overlooked in Yoga. For a
critique of Vyasa's reading of YS 1.41 (and other passages of the YS) see Chapple [1994: 85-105].
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consciousness of the formerly obscured and misappropriated source
principles or subjective evolutes (e.g. manas, aharrtkara, buddhi)
through which experience takes place. Only such a merging or
"oneness" with the object will enable the yogin to transcend the
mechanism of ignorance through which misidentify- cation and
dissatisfaction are perpetuated. At each stage in samadhi
consciousness is focused so as to dispel the ignorance colouring the
mind's perception. The yogin can then "see" and "know" the object as
it actually is, in itself.
4. Vitarka-samadhi

Of the four states of cognitive samadhi (sarrtprajfiata) outlined in YS
I.17 the less refined or most impure state is called vitarka. We have
seen that the stages of samadhi are graded according to the grossness
or subtlety, tangibility/concreteness and less tangibility or abstractness
of the evolutes of prakrti. It is more difficult to concentrate on the
inner principles within the mind (citta) than on "outer" objects. It is
recommended, therefore, that one should start with gross forms and,
as Vacaspati Misra acknowledges,98 then reach more subtle stages.99
98
99

Seen. 18 above.

Here I will elaborate upon what Vijfiana Bhik~u has said (seen. 19 above). The question
arises as to whether the methodical and analytical approach of YS 1.17 is essential in order to
prepare the yogin for asal?lprajfiata-samadhi. Patafijali allows for dedication to rsvara, a
devotional practice which can result in a form of grace from rsvara. On the topic of "godhead,"
the commentators have for the most part expressed their own religious perspectives and have
attempted to find a place for it within the scheme of Patafijali and Vyasa. The realization of the
various aspects or descent (avatara) of the deity may be categorized in two ways: In one approach
the yogin is engaged in meditational practice and samadhi to such a degree that the purified
consciousness may ascend and project itself to the subtle worlds which are the domains of
particular aspects of the deities. In the other, the deity is so pleased by the devotee's japa
(repetition of the name om [pra~ava] or simply mental concentration on a mantra) and
meditation/contemplation (as in YS 1.27-28) that it projects an appearance of itself in order to
bestow the grace of its descent and presence to the devotee. As an experiential fact in Yoga the
two, however, cannot be separated. The ascent of the yogin's consciousness through self-effort
and the descent of "divine grace" both are aids in the cultivation of samadhi. If a yogin's practice
(sadhana) or "cultivation" (bhavana) is focused on a particular deity, it is required that the yogin
take this same supportive factor (alambana) through all the four stages of sal?lprajfiata in the order
in which they occur (see YV 1.17: 105). The order in which the four stages are practised and
mastered is important. However, Patafijali seems to imply that if the yogin's awareness
spontaneously ascends to a "higher ground" through the "grace" of rsvara then it need not be
necessary to climb methodically and laboriously over the lower steps (see n. 19 above). Thus,
"grace" may be understood as an efficacious expedient and "shortcut" which can bypass the more
formal method as presented in YS 1.17. Although the possibility of such an instantaneous
realization of a higher state is conceded to by Vyasa (YB 1.23), for the purposes of this study it is
assumed that a method is normally requisite for attaining mental purification and insight in order
that the yogin may become, in a religious sense, a deserving "vessel" for grace. In the tradition of
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Vitarka

has

been

translated

as:

"deliberation," 1oo

"reason-

ing,"101 "supposition,"102 "rationale tiberlegung,"103 "philosophical
curiosity," 104

"consciousness

of

sentient," 105

"cogitation," 106

"analysis of gross object,"107 "discursive thought."108 I shall adopt
the term "cogitation."

Vitarka,

in normal language, refers to a mental

activity, a process of thought in which the various details of an object

vitarka has the technical sense of
- including vi rat (cosmic form
10-11) as well as the manifest or

are examined. In Patafijali' s Yoga

contemplation on the sixteen vise~as
of the "godhead" as in

BG

incarnate forms of a deity whole nature of the object.

IX,

with the goal of finally realizing the

H. Ara~ya

gives the following examples as

objects of cogitation: cow, jar, yellow, blue,l09

R.

Sarma lists other

objects under this category and which include the sun, moon and stars
as well as Rama,

}(r~J)a,

Siva, Durga and other deities.llO

It

is to be

understood that the deities as objects of cogitation are the images of

Patafijali, all objects of samadhi are either parts or composites of grahya, graha[la or grahrtr. For
example, a candle flame for concentration is part of the fire element. An icon may be considered a
composite product of all five gross elements. The so-called "theism" of Yoga encouraged the later
commentators such as Vijfiana Bhik~u to state more clearly that the mental image of virat, the
universal form of fsvara, or the figure of a deity or descent (avatara) is often used as the object of
concentration. Even though at first glance these mental images may not appear to be included in
the scheme of Patafijali, the theology of the Purti[la texts explains that rsvara may take forms that
appear material-like to the devotees, even though the spiritual power and energy utilized for such
appearances is actually "non-material," i.e. more subtle. As seen from the point of view of the
devotee seeking experiences leading to illuminations in samprajfiata-samadhi, the form of such a
"divine manifestation" is a visible one subject to experience involving the senses; therefore,
concentration on such an image is concentration on the visei)as. Vijfiana Bhik~u (YV I.17: 110),
citing the Garutja-Purti[ta (!.229, 25) as one of the authoritative traditional texts which regards the
general order of the samadhis, tells us that in the early stages of Yoga one should concentrate on
Lord Vi~l)U "with form." Then, once the mind has mastered the gross form of the object, it should
slowly be turned towards the subtle. One of the main tasks of the spiritual preceptor or guru is to
guide the disciple (sii)ya) in selecting an appropriate object of meditation - the one that will be
most helpful to that particular disciple. One not attracted to such mental images of a deity may
begin one's concentration on other parts or composites of the vise,as by adopting a form of
meditation as desired (YS !.39).
100 Woods [1914].
101 Vivekananda [1966]; Taimni [1961].
102 Bangali Baba [1976: 9].
103 Hauer [1958: 24].
104 R. Prasada [1912: 31].
105 Sri Purohit Swami [1973].
106 Feuerstein [l979a: 37]; Koelman [1970: 198].
107 Tola and Dragonetti [1987: 52].
108 Chapple and Kelly [1990: 40].
109 Aral)ya [ 1963: 48].
110 R. Sarma [1967].
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the deities or the same deities manifest or appearing in some form.
"Cogitation" refers to the spontaneous thought processes that
occur in relation to a "gross" (sthula) object/form or content of
contemplation. There is no doubt that vitarka is a special form of
mental activity. That is how it is interpreted by Vyasa, Vacaspati
Misra111 and Vijfiana Bhik$u.112 Vyasa states: "The mind's experience (abhoga) of a 'gross' object of support/contemplation is
'cogitation'." 113 The word abhoga ("expansion," "fullness" 114)
means the experience of insight (prajfia) in which the realization of "making evident"/"effecting with one's own eyes" (sak$atkara) - the
true form and nature of an object of support/contemplation has
occurred. At the first level it is considered gross because the object is
in its gross form, thereby giving to the mind the like vrtti, the mind
identifying and uniting with that modification of knowledge. Vijfiana
Bhik$u explains that all the details of the grosser form of an object
including the past, present and future manifestations, its near and
remote (distant) features, etc., are attended to with the goal of finally
realizing the whole nature of that object115 in an ensemble-type
knowing outside the time/space dimension. As cogitation (vitarka) is
refined, the next step comes into view and the formerly concealed
nature of the object of support is gradually revealed. The cogitation
should remain constant, continuously maintained, ascertained
(avadharaJJa).116 Thus, the cultivation (bhavana) then causes the
object, the faculty of perception and the agent to unify, become "one"
- epistemologically. In the final realization of the nature of the object,
the knowledge of all its aspects occurs at once, not in sequence, nor in
parts, nor apart from the perceiving mind. Such a total, whole
realization maintained without interruption is termed "the samadhi
associated with vitarka." It is grahya-samapatti (YS !.41); its area of
mastery is grahya, the objects grasped within the gross body. Vitarka
is further divided into savitarka and nirvitarka.
The first division of vitarka is outlined by Patafijali as follows:
111
112
113
114
115

TVI.17 (p. 21): svarapasilk:)atkilravatr prajfiabhoga/:1.
See, for example, YV I.l7 (p. 106): vise:)efla tarkaflam avadharaf!GIJ1 ...
Seen. 15 above.
See Monier-Williams [1899: 145].

YV I.l7 (p. 106): sthalayor bhatendriyayor dr:!tilsrutilmatasesavise:)asak:)iltkara/:1 sa vitarka
ity artha/:1.

116

Seen. 112 above.
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"Unification is with cogitation (sa-vitarka) when it is commingled
with conceptualization of word, object (signified) and knowledge."117
Savitarka-samapatti is invariably accompanied by the names of the
objects of contemplation. Hence, this siltra centres upon the words,
the objects denoted thereby, and the ideational knowledge which is
the relationship between the words and the objects grasped. Vyasa
says:
For instance, we can see that the process of knowing takes place without
distinguishing between the word "cow," the object "cow" and the idea
(knowledge) "cow," though they are all on different levels; for there are
some characteristics distinguished as belonging to words and others to
objects signified, and still others to ideas (knowledge ).118

Vacaspati Misra explains: "In ordinary life, although word, object and
idea are distinct, in the process of knowing they are not distinguished."119 When there is the holding of a word in consciousness
(in this instance "cow"), there arises the conceptual or imaginative
cognition (vikalpa) that the object denoted (the cow itself) and the
mental ideation (of the cow) are not distinct from the word. In other
words, when a cow is held as an object, there arises the conception
that the word and the ideation are not apart from the object. Similarly,
when the mental content or idea of the cow appears, the
conceptualization or vikalpa registers that the word "cow" and the
external object perceived as cow (which was denoted by the word) are
both indistinct or inseparable from the idea. On closer examination,
however, it can be found that these components of the word-objectideation complex named "cow" are all distinct, each with their own
characteristics. For example, the word is formed of syllables or letters
of the alphabet; the object "cow" has hardness, legs, a tail, etc.; the
idea is more abstract and is devoid of apparent dimension and parts. In
conceptualization (vikalpa) the error of non-distinction among these
components appears causing them to be identified or commingled
with each other. Vyasa continues:
117
118

YS I.42 (p. 44): tatra sabdharthajfianavikalpai~ sa1J7k!n;a savitarka samapatti~.

YB 1.42 (pp. 44-45): tadyatha gauriti sabdo gaurity artho gauriti jfianam ity avibhagena
vibhaktanam api graha~JaiJ1 dr!ftam. vibhajyamanas canye sabdadharma anye'rthadharma anye
jfianadharma ity ete!ftlm vibhakta~ pantha~.

119 TV 1.42 (p. 44): tadevam avinirbhagena vibhaktanam api sabdarthajfianana1J1 grahal;laiJ1
lake dNtaiJ1 dra$tavyam.
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When, during insight attained in samadhi, the yogin achieves unification
with an intended object such as a cow and this unification appears
intertwined with the mental constructs of the word, object signified and
the knowledge derived, [then] that interspersed identification is called "the
one associated with cogitation.l20

In savitarka unification, the word, object and the idea are commingled
and confused, causing the samadhi to be mixed with the notions and
ideations, the constituents of which are analysed and consequently are
several. Having many constituents as supportive factors superimposed
(adhyasa) 121 on each other as though they were the same thus
prevents the true one-pointedness (ekagrata) and unification from
developing in its fullness.
The mental processes embedded in the confusion outlined above
occur in patterns such as the following: In the process of experiencing
the presence of a single word-object-idea such as "cow," the yogin
does not at this stage distinguish among these three constitiuents.
Therefore it is uncertain which one of these three constituents is being
attended to, realized or mastered. The understanding and mastery is
thus incomplete. There remains a separation between the observing
mind and the object (cow) so that there may appear the observation:
"This is a cow I am viewing." Vijfiana Bhik~u has adopted the
expression gaur-ayam bhasate122 which means literally, "here this
cow shines forth, appears, is being experienced." In this experience
the occurrence of the thought "cow" comprises the superimposition of
the word and the object. In the series of thoughts: "appears, is being
experienced," it is the object and the idea that are confused. Since
these superimpositions of word, object and idea on one another causing the appearance of a conceptual or imagined unity in a
manifold reality - only present what, in effect, is unreal, all such
superimpositions come under the category of vikalpa. Such a
superimposition does not aid the yogin to realize or fully master the
reality of any of its constituents, just as water and milk mixed together
120 YB 1.42 (p. 45): tatra samapannasya yogino yo gavady artha/:t samadhiprajfiayarrz samartujha/:t sa cecchabdarthajfianavikalpanuviddha upavartate sa sarrzkrn:za samapatti/:t savitarkety
ucyate.
121 See RM 1.42 (p 14). See also YS III.17 which points out the confusion arising from the
overlapping or superimposition of words, objects and ideas on one another; from sarrzyama
("constraint") on the distinctions of them, there is knowledge of the sound (i.e. utterance) of all
beings.
122 See YVI.42 (pp. 212-215).
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cannot be classified separately either as one or the other.
The ideas which arise are called "cogitations" only as an analogy
to the ordinary thought processes where thoughts come and go one
after the other. One should not think that the experiences in
savitarka-samadhi are merely a product of the ordinary perceptual
processes, and therefore that they can be reduced to the category of
discursive thought or reasoning. If this were the case there would be
no state of the absorption of mental activity. The ordinary mental
process or vrtti of perception (pratyak~a) is, temporarily at least,
suspended, but the identification/unification (samapatti) "is in terms
of and expressed in rationalizing and conceptualizing signs." 123
Ordinary thought processes lack the immediacy and lucidity of
savitarka, of the spontaneous thought processes that occur in
cognitive samadhi. Feuerstein writes: "There is no rambling of
thoughts in samadhi, no vague conceptualization, but these .. . ideas
constitute spontaneous acts of insight or knowledge, which although
grounded in the concepts derived from ordinary experiencing, have a
different quality or feel to them."124
Because of the presence of the analyzing and particularizing
activity or cogitation (vitarka) of the mind, of the words (sabda), the
cognitive process and of the conceptualizing activity (vikalpa), it can
be said that in the yogin's mind is still taking place a perceptive
process which has to do with what, in general, Indic epistemological
theories call a "savikalpa perception."125 As it is yet touched by
epistemological distortion due to ignorance (avidya), this stage of
samadhi constitutes a lower category of perception (aparapratyak~a)126 in contrast with the higher perception (para-pratyak~a)
of nirvitarka to be explained next.
In YS 1.43 Pataiijali informs us that: "Supra-cogitative unification
is when memory is completely purified, as if emptied of its own form,
and with the object alone shining forth." 127 In nirvitarka, all
cogitation or association with "gross" thought has ceased. Vyasa's

123
124
125
126

Koelman [1970: 199].
Feuerstein [1979a: 53].
As suggested by Tola and Dragonetti [1987: 160].

Vacaspati (TVI.42: 45) refers to nirvitarka as "pararn pratyaksam"- the higher perception
of the yogin.

127 YS !.43 (p. 46): smrtiparisuddhau svarapasanyevarthamatranirbhasa nirvitarka. See YS
I!I.3 (p. 119): tad evarthamatranirbhasarn svarapasanyam iva samadhi/:t.
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commentary reads: "When, however, there is complete purification of
the memory of verbal conventions in that insight attained in samadhi
which has become empty of conceptualization of ideas heard or
inferred, then the object stands out in the form of its real nature
alone." 128 The expression pari-suddhi, which is used by both
Patafijali and Vyasa, is not merely "purification" but may be taken to
mean "complete purification." It has been understood as denoting the
abandonment and eradication of such memory altogether.l29 Purification can be understood with an epistemological emphasis, meaning
here the dissolution (pralaya or pravilaya130) of afflicted memory:
memory which has been rooted in or filtered through a confusion or
error (viparyaya) within consciousness. Memory (smrti) is a vrtti, and
its association with ignorance/misidentification (in the form of the
superimposition of karmic residues onto the form of the object) is to
be transcended in the process of "cessation" (nirodha). This does not
result in the yogin suffering a loss of memory of words and their
meaning in practical life. Rather, it means the yogin no longer carries
the former confused memory into samadhi, does not rely on words,
etc., as objects (mental content) of support for the mind. At this stage
the practice becomes free of the attachment to names and verbal
contemplation; the experience in samadhi is now dissociated from any
dependency on speech and language. Not only does the yogin not
resort to the memory of words and their denotations, but the entire
cogitative process which was caused by the presence of words and
indicative of the nature of universals is left behind. This includes the
three categories of: (1) agama pramil(la: verbal testimony; (2)
anumana prama(la: inference [both (1) and (2) being categories of the
vrtti of valid cognition (YS 1.7)]; and (3) the unification defined as
savitarka with its less subtle degree of realization (silk$iltkara) and
which can be described as impure and alloyed. Again, we read from
Vyasa:
[The object then] excludes all else and remains distinctly in the form of its
own nature. That is supra-cogitative unification and it is the higher direct

12 8 YB 1.42 (p. 45): yada punal:z sabdasa711ketasmrtiparisuddau srutanumanajfianavikalpasunyaytl1J1 samadhiprajfiaya711 svarupamatre~;Zavasthito 'rthas ...
12 9 Vacaspati (TV 1.42: 45) uses the word tyakta, "abandoned." Vijfiana Bhik~u. however, uses
the expression (YV 1.43: 218): sa711ketasmrtis tyajyate, meaning "gives up the memory of
convention."
130 In RM 1.43 (p. 14) Bhoja uses the term pravilaya.
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perception. It is the seed of authority and inference; from it they both
originate. That seeing (perception) is not associated with any knowledge
from valid authority or inference. The yogin's perception, not interspersed
and confused with any other source of valid cognition, arises out of this
nirvitarka-samadhi.l31

There is now not the slightest superimposition of the "erroneous" onto
the object. The mind transcends the limitations of a "cogitative
identity" of self, i.e. cogitation as appropriated by or referenced to
egoity, and moves on to a more complete unification or identification
with the object at hand. The reality or true form of the object known
(grahya) is revealed. It is thus that the phrase from YS !.43 (seen. 127
above): svarupa-sunya-iva, "as if emptied of its own form" - with
reference to the mind and to the samapatti, becomes meaningful. "As
if' (iva) indicates that the yogin does not here become mindless, but
that the locus of self-identity within the mind along with the cognition
that "I know the object" no longer obscure clear perception of the
object in vitarka-samadhi. In this experiential unification of grasper,
grasping and grasped, the subject - whose former level of selfunderstanding was limited to the mode of cogitation - is no longer
ensnared by those epistemological limitations. Thus ensues a
transcendence of the limitations of perception and self-identity
misidentified with gross associations in the mind. The cessation of the
superimposition of karmic residue resulting from the purification of
memory allows for a mode of cognition and experience which is no
longer influenced by the misidentifications and projections of the past.
The "grasper" no longer performs an obstructive role in the mode of
being a "cogitator" of objects, i.e. identified with the ideas or vrttis
arising in savitarka. Although it does not seem to be the case, the
stability of the mind "unified with" the object and its coloration by the
object continue to occur. The extraordinary presence of the object
monopolizing, as it were, the consciousness of the yogin, and as a
consequence of it, the disappearance of the word, of the conventional
knowledge and of the conceptualizations create the false appearance
that the stability of the mind in the object and its coloration by it have
also disappeared. The yogin is no more aware of the process of
131 YB I.42 (p. 45): tat svarapakaramatratayaivavacchidyate. sa ca nirvitarka samapatti/:t. tat
paraYfl pratyak(iam. tac ca srutilnumilnayor brjam. tatab srutanumilne prabhavataf:t. na ca
srutanumanajftanasahabhataYfl. taddarsanaYfl. tasmad asa111krn;a pramavantareva yogino
nirvitarkasamadhijal?l dar§anam.
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stabilization and coloring that has taken place in the mind, that is to
say as if this process did not exist for the yogin. But the word iva ("as
though," "as if') is used to show that memory and, by implication, the
mind's essential form/nature as sattva-knowledge, implying clear
cognition, are not destroyed. For this reason, Patafijali can say that the
mind (in its functioning as memory) at this moment of the process
appears as if devoid of its own form.
Koelman refers to the level of samadhi in nirvitarka as "refined
sense-intuition shorn of its super-structures" and which "cannot be
communicated to others, it is eminently personal. To express it or
explain it to others one has to resort to the universalizing and
rationalizing way of thinking." 132 That is why yogins who have
attained to a form of perception unhindered by processes of
conceptualization (vikalpa) can make efforts to communicate, teach
and transmit that clarity of knowledge through the medium of
concepts, 133 verbal testimony and inference, even though these
particular vrttis and their mental content or significance (pratyaya) do
not themselves constitute the direct experience. Rather, these vrttis
and their significance can be used as a heuristic device to point
beyond their meaning to the direct experience/perception itself which
in the mode of supra-cogitation (nirvitarka) is the source and cause of
cogitation. In nirvitarka the yogin's identity and perception are
transcendent of and no longer dependent on the former functioning of
vrtti and the processes of apprehension in savitarka.
In Yoga, an origin or cause is not dependent on its effects. As
Vacaspati Misra explains, even though the perception of smoke leads
to the inference that there is fire, the fire itself is not dependent on the
smoke.l34 By way of the above analogy, it should be clear that the
yogin attains higher perception through non- or rather transconceptual ecstasy and can then appropriate agama and anumana
(which deal with abstract universals or generalities) heuristically for
the purpose of aiding others in the study of Yoga and for clarifying
the crucial element in Yoga of direct experience or unmediated
knowledge. Even though liberating knowledge is taught in the
revealed texts (sruti) or by a guru, it is impossible to experience it
directly without entering into samadhi oneself just as one cannot
132 Koelman [1970: 210].
133 See TVI.42 (p. 45).

134

Ibid.
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expenence the sweetness of sugar through mere description (of its
sweetness) alone.l35 Nor in Yoga can the guru's guidance be
complete without proper initiation (drk~a) of the aspiring yogin into
the direct experience of higher perception in which doubt and
scepticism subside thereby freeing up the yogin's energy and attention
for the pursuit of the "goal" of liberation itself.
The real objects of the empirical, practical world are indeed the
objects of contemplation and support in sa711prajiiata. They are not
merely the ideas of objects or their atoms, but rather the object as a
complete whole (avayavin) and to which all its parts (avayavas)
belong.l36 That the true nature of an object is realized internally in
samadhi does not mean that its objective, external nature or form is
denied. Since the object's complete nature is perceived internally, the
direct perception includes the existence of its grosser manifestations
which are also understood, mastered and transcended. On account of
the purification of the vitarka activity of the mind which removes
misidentification with, and misappropriation of, the mental processes
at this level of samadhi (the cessation of the misidentification which
accompanies the normal functioning of vrtti in the form of prama~a,
vikalpa, etc., already having been attained), it can be said that in the
yogin's mind is taking place a perceptual or awakening process which
has to do with what, in general, Indic epistemological theories call a

135 See YVI.43 (p. 219); see also Vyasa's commentary on YSI.49.
136 YB !.43. In fact, Patafijali declares that all the forms of prakrti, whether manifest or not,
whether present or latent, have the three gul;las for their essence. He states in YS IV.l3 (p. 187): te
vyaktasiik$mCl gul;lCttmetna/:z. "These [forms], manifest and subtle. are of the nature of the gul;las."
YS IV.14 (p. 188) goes on to assert: paril;lCtmaikatvad vastutattvam. "From the homogeneity in the
transformation [of the gul;las] there is the 'thatness' of an object." Vyasa (YB I.43 and IV.13-16)
refutes views (see below) held by certain opponents and reasserts the Samkhyan view (i.e.
satkaryavada) which seeks to retain an ontological continuity between an effect and its material
cause. The Nyaya-Vaise$ika schools adhere to arambhavada (the doctrine of a "new beginning"),
which is based on the perspective that qualities begin afresh in the effects which are produced
when atoms of various elements combine, and that their prior absence in the anterior (the cause) is
evident; that is, that it is known that those qualities were not there previous to their appearances in
newly created objects. While both the above doctrines agree that the effect is new formally, in the
later it is regarded as also new qua being. See Potter [1977: 58-59]. The Buddhists of the
Sautrantika and Vaibha$ika schools hold that an object (i.e. a jar) is simply a combination of
uncountable numbers of atoms, not their transmuted product, and that there are not cause and
effect relationships between the atoms and the jar. This is known as the "aggregation doctrine"
(sanghata-vada). Vyasa sees Patafijali as taking a stand against the Buddhist Yogacara school
which has been viewed by some as a form of pure idealism in that it is argued that this school,
sometimes referred to as Vijfianavada, holds that all perceived objects exist merely as ideas within
a universal mind (alaya-vijfiana) thereby negating the reality of the manifest objective world. YS
IV.14 and 16 can be interpreted as a tacit refutation of the above idealism.
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"nirvikalpa perception."137
5. Vicara-samadhi
Seeing that vitarka-samadhi (in both its 'sa' and 'nir' forms) is
involved with the gm;as and their manifestations/actualizations, the
yogin develops dispassion (vairagya) towards these experiences and
opens up to a range of experiences in the next stage of cognitive
samadhi, that stage being referred to as vicara-samadhi. Vicara is
without the verbal, cogitative or grosser associations of vitarka)38
The level of vitarka refined, subtilized, becomes vicara
"reflection," with subtle associations. The term vicara has been
translated as: "reflection,"139 "discrimination,"140 "clear vision,"141
"sinnende Betrachtung," 142 "consciousness of discrimination," 143
"meditation,"144 "analysis of subtle object."145
Vicara, which will be translated by "reflection," is used by
Patafijali in a sense specific to Yoga. The word vicara is derived from
vi+ car,146 expressing a progressive movement. In the context of the
YS vicara refers to the movement of the mind away from the gross
objects to subtler objects of association. Having seen the defects and
limitations of the involvement with gross objects and content,
however clearly realized in vitarka, and which confine the yogin's
level of perception to "cogitation" (savitarka) or ''without cogitation"
(nirvitarka), the yogin looks at the causes of those objects and
accompanying self-identifications. The yogin thus moves from the
sixteen vise$as (generated from the avise$as) to the six avise$as
themselves: the five subtle elements (tanmatras) and the ego-sense
(ahalJlkilra or asmita-matra). The yogin contemplates these subtler
essences of the elements and of the senses and brings before
137 As suggested by Tola and Dragonetti [1987: 164].
13 8 Seen. 15 above for the text of YB 1.17.
139 See Woods [1914], Taimni [1961], Koelman [1970: 202], Feuerstein [1979a: 37], Chapple
and Kelly [1990: 40].
140 See Vivekananda [1966].
141 See Baba [1976: 9].
142 See Hauer [1958: 241].
143 SeeS. Purohit Swami [1973].
144 See Prasada [1912: 32].
145 See Tola and Dragonetti [1987: 51].
146 See Monier-Williams [1899: 389].
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consciousness all the "subtle" particularities and constitutive parts of a
"subtle" object. It is the making evident of, "effecting with one's own
eyes" (sak$lltkara) the subtle. The mind takes the form of the vrtti of
perception during vicara-samadhi and becomes identified with it.
According to Vyasa, vicara then becomes an expanded perception and
experience (abhoga) of the mind towards the subtle object of support
(alambana), awakening deeper insight (prajfia) in which the
realization of the true nature of the object occurs.l47 It is the fullness
and perfection of the mind with regard to subtle objects as has already
been described with regard to the gross objects.
Surprisingly, the (Sarpkhya-) yogin, H. Aral)ya, suggests that
vicara is a refined analytical process_148 The philosophical analysis
of the relationship of the evolutes of prakrti with puru$a finally leads
to the realization that "I am none of the evolutes with which I have
identified myself." However, this type of analytical process seems
more a apart of the practice of intense vicara contemplations on the
path of Jfiana-Yoga as taught in the Vedanta lineage. It may also
reflect an obvious Sarpkhyan influence on Aral)ya's interpretation, i.e.
the Classical Sarpkhyan approach to liberation tends to present itself
as an intellectual path based on an analysis of the evolutes of prakrti
(see discussion on Yoga and Sarpkhya in chapter two). In the context
of Yoga, analytical thought is more likely to fall within the categories
of: (a) the vrtti of valid cognition (prama7;a), specifically inference
(anumana, which prior to samadhi has been transcended), or (b)
svadhyaya, "self-study" involving the personal recitation of mantras
and the study of scriptural injunctions leading to liberation, the fourth
of the niyamas ("observances") which constitute the second limb (YS
II.32 and 44) of the "eight-limbed" Yoga (see discussion in chapter
four). Both of these categories play a more preparatory role in Yoga
and may be seen as being propaedeutic to, but not inclusive of,
samadhi. Therefore, in the YS, vicara cannot be subsumed under the
category of an analytical thought process. The evidence suggests that
vicara is a technical term for the practice of yogic one-pointedness on
objects with subtle associations in order to know their nature and,
furthermore, to master their nature entirely through dispassion (YS
147
148

Seen.15 aboveforthetextofYBI.17.

Aral)ya [1963: 49] writes: "As the fundamental principles and subtle yogic ideals are
realized through such thinking, the concentration on subtle objects is called vicaranugata
samadhi."
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1.15).
Among the subtle evolutes and according to the scheme adopted
in this study, the objects of this level of samadhi are: (1) the five
subtle elements (tanmatras) - sometimes said to be located in the
subtle body (suksma-sarzra) - which are the cause of the five gross
elements and are the five subtle essences of the five cognitive senses
consisting of: sound, touch, form-percept, taste and smell; and (2)
ahamkara or asmita-matra (the sense of self, individualized I or ego).
As the immediate cause of the subtle senses, ahamkara begins to be
mastered in this form of ecstasy, but primarily, as will later be shown,
it is the object of support in the next stage of ecstasy: ananda. I have
argued in chapter two that according to Yoga philosophy it is not
correct to replace ahamkara (i.e. asmita-matra, an ontological
principle of prakrti) with the term asmita (the affliction of l-am-ness
or egoity, a mistaken identity of self) nor with the total "inner
instrumentality" (anta!J,karafla) which is collectively subsumed under
the term citta (mind) in Yoga and is threefold in Sarpkhya: (1) manas,
the mind-organ or lower mind, which is one of the sixteen visesas (the
"Particularized"), the objects of support in vitarka-samadhi; (2)
ahamkara, ego - included by the classical commentators as being
one of the six avisesas - and the object of support in the later stages
of vicara-samadhi and in ananda-samadhi; (3) buddhi (mahat,
intelligence) or liitga-matra, the first prakJ;tic principle of manifestation and object of support in asmita-samadhi.
Yet, in the light of the above definitions of the various levels of
samprajfiata which specify the different components of the antahkarafla involved, it would be clearly erroneous to assume that the
entire anta!J,karafla is an object of support in vicara-samadhi, that is in
the context of its technical usage in YS 1.17. I will deal more with this
issue in the discussion below on the ananda and asmita ecstasies. The
vicara-samadhi also correlates with grahya (YS 1.41); its field of
mastery is grahya, the objects grasped, not with gross associations,
which is the field of vitarka, but with subtle associations.
Vicara-samadhi appears to be further divided into savicara and
nirvicara. YS 1.44 states: "Similarly explained [as in the savitarkaand nirvitarka-samapattis], when it is on subtle objects, are the
[unifications called] 'with reflection' (savicara) and 'supra-reflection'
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(nirvicara)."149 In the savitarka- and nirvitarka-samapattis, the gross
elements in various tangible forms grasped with the external senses
and focused internally within the mind-organ (manas) are the objects
of support. In the savicara and nirvicara identifications, the five
subtle elements and the subtle senses of apprehension are the objects
of support and contemplation. Vyasa states: "Of these two, the
savicara unification refers to subtle elements whose qualities are
manifest and are delimited by the experience of space, time and
causes as their characteristics."150 In savicara, Vyasa tells us, the
object of samadhi is experienced with reference to space, time and
causation. Even though the subtlest, minutest particles seemingly
occupy no space, nevertheless a relationship in space (i.e. a location)
is attributed to them, the detailed mechanism of which is an area of
specialization within V aise~ika philosophy as well as modem physics.
The same applies to time.151 Causation in the above refers to the fact
of the subtle, atomic realities of the gross elements being products of
the respective tanmatras_l52 Vyasa clarifies the manifest characteristics of savicara asserting that: "The object of support is the subtle
elements, characterized by the qualities which are now manifest, and
it presents itself to insight in the samadhi. This is to be grasped as one
single idea [i.e. grasped by a unitary intelligence alone and not
divided up among several ideas]."153 Vyasa continues:
That unification on the subtle elements is called "supra-reflection"
(without subtle associations) when all of their characteristics are nonsequential, their self-nature comprising all the characteristics, and they are
completely undelimited in every mode by their subsided, arisen or
undetermined qualities.154

149 YS 1.44 (p. 48): etayaiva savicara nirvicara ca suksmavisaya vyakhyata.

150

YB 1.44 (pp. 48-49): tatra bhutasuksmakesv abhivyaktadharmakesu desakalanimittanubhavavacchinnesu ya samapatti/:! sa savicarety ucyate.

151
152

For an examination of the concept of time in Indian systems of thought see Balshev [1983].

TV 1.44 (p. 48): nimitta111 parthivasya parama1Jor gandhatanmatrapradhanebhya/:! paficatanmatrebhya utpatti/:!, i.e. cause - for instance, the atom of earth is produced by the five subtle
elements among which the subtle element of smell is predominant. Even though the word nimitta
normally refers to an efficient cause, here it can be understood to be taken in the broader sense of
any causative factor including the process of the subtle elements producing respective effects.

15 3 YB 1.44 (p. 49): tatrapy ekabuddhinirgrahyam evoditadharmavisistalfl bhutasuk~·mam
alambanrbhuta111 samadhiprajfiayam upatisthate.
154 Ibid: ya puna/:! sarvatha sarvata/:!. santoditavyapadesyadharmanavacchinne$U sarvadharmanupati:)u sarvadharmatmake:)U samapatti/:! sa nirvicarety ucyate.
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The qualities of an object may be: (a) dormant, subsided, (b) manifest,
arisen, or (c) undetermined (YS III.l4). An object has many attributes
which are manifested from time to time, while others may subside or
are held in potential form. When certain qualities have already made
their appearance, after some time they become dormant, submerged
and are of the past. Some qualities manifest in the present, and some
- undetermined at the moment - will arise in the future. In
saviclira-samlidhi the direct realization of the nature of the object is
limited only to those characteristics which are manifest, have arisen
(udita), in the present. The insight thus gained is delimited. However,
Vyasa says that "this is to be grasped as one single idea,"155 i.e. as a
state of one-pointedness (ekligratli, YS III.ll-12) in samlidhi.
To summarize the rest of Vyasa's commentary (YB I.44), it is
made clear that in contrast to savicara, the awakening insight (prajfili)
in nirviclira comprises the entirety of the object of contemplation. The
object here is not delimited by space, time or causation, nor limited to
those attributes which are apparent only in its present time. All of its
possibilities and potentialities are grasped and realized in the
one-pointedness of samadhi; not being divided up among many ideas,
the object is grasped as a complete whole by a unitary (nonfractured)
intelligence (buddhi). Vyasa is very emphatic in stating that the
objects here are: (1) sarva-dharma-anu-plitin: such that they relate to
all their qualities; (2) sarva-dharma-litmaka: such that their selfnature comprises all their qualities; (3) sarvathli: in every possible
way; (4) sarvatal;: from whichever possible mode. Vyasa emphasizes
that at this stage the subtle element, in its true form alone, colours the
mind by its proximity (upa-rafij), the mind (i.e. knowledge or prajfili
in Vyasa's commentary) understood here to be as though devoid of its
own form, with only the object remaining.l56 Vacaspati Misra is of
the opinion that the saviclira- and savitarka-samadhis share the state
of a vikalpa - of the divisions of the word-object-idea triad, and that
nirviclira, like nirvitarka, is free of such cognition. 157 In clear
disagreement with Vacaspati, Vijfiana Bhik~u argues that since the
limitations of vikalpa-cognition have already been abandoned in
155
156

Seen. 153 above.

157

1VI.44 (p. 49): atra saY{lketasmrtyagamanumanavikalpanuvedha/:t sucita/:t.

YB 1.44 (p. 49): evaY{l svarupaY{l tadbhutasilk$mam etenaiva svarupe[!iilambanrbhutam eva
samadhiprajfiasvarupaY{l uparafijayati. prajfia ca svarupasunyevarthamatra yada bhavati tada
nirvicarety ucyate.
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nirvitarka, which is a lower stage of ecstasy, how then can it continue
to be pursued in the next higher stage, which is savicara? Bhik$U
declares that the 'error' which has already been abandoned in the
previous stage cannot then find a place in the next stage_l58 Bhik$u's
understanding seems to be more in accord with Vyasa who states:
"Thus by explaining nirvitarka, the absence of vikalpa in the case of
both of these has been explained."159 Based on Vyasa's commentary,
it is more technically correct to say that savicara and nirvicara are
both extricated from the defect of the vikalpa which has already been
transcended in nirvitarka.
In nirvicara-samapatti, the yogin is completely "at one" (epistemologically) with the object, i.e. the yogin knows its past states as
well as its present moment and is fully aware of the various
possibilities of the future. The last limitations of space and time
attributed to the object are transcended. According to Vyasa, an
ecstatic state reaches both the supra-cogitative and supra-reflective
levels when the mind is, as it were, void of its own nature and is free
to "become" the object itself. Whereas the "unification" (samapatti) in
nirvitarka-samadhi is a distinct perception limited to the gross object,
in nirvicara-samadhi the "unification" is expanded to include subtle
objects. Neither subject nor object, perceiver nor world, can be seen as
substantial or separate.160 There is no longer any adumbration of
interpretation as applied to the object or condition at hand. Yoga states
that the object shines forth alone, non-separate from the mind which is
as if empty of its own form. The "nir" forms of ecstasy are indicative
of a radically different knowledge from their "sa" forms. Both the
"nir" types of samadhi are forms of knowledge which can be called
"indeterminate" (as opposed to the "determinate" knowledge inherent
in the "sa" forms). Indeterminate knowledge can be understood here
as being knowledge, whether of gross or subtle objects, in which the
distinction between the consciousness of the subject (the "grasper")
knowing the object (the "grasped") is not present. As soon as the
distinction is present, the other formations - like the word-objectidea triad (in savitarka) or space, time and causation (in savicara) make their appearance and monopolize the yogin's consciousness. In
15 8
159
160

YV 1.44 (p. 233): pilrvabhamikayal?l tyaktavikalpasyottarabhumikayamasal?lbhavad.
YB 1.44 (p. 49): evam ubhayor etayaiva nirvitarkaya vikalpahanir vyakhyateti.

Cf. the Mahayana Madhyamaka Buddhist doctrine of "emptiness" (Sanyata) which disallows
essentiality to both subject and object.
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more ordinary perception we are not aligned with and therefore do not
"catch" or become aware of the stages and experiences of
indeterminate knowledge; they remain concealed, "hidden" from our
conscious view, existing merely in potential form as insight (prajfia)
embedded in the sattva of consciousness. But the indeterminate
knowledge of which Patafijali speaks is something attained through
voluntary effort (cf. YS 1.20-22) leading to purification of mind. Yoga
maintains that we can and should "catch" or become aware of these
purer, more subtle levels of cognition if we want to progress to the
supra-cognitive level of samadhi and intrinsic identity as puru~a. A
conceptual, rational and egoic understanding of oneself and the world
is thus superseded by an immediate, trans-conceptual, trans-rational
and trans-egoic understanding. Yoga is not an anti- or pre-rational/
conceptual perspective, nor is it a regression in consciousness
implying a suppression or repression of vrttis. Such gross misunderstandings of the transformative processes of illumination and
transcendent dimensions in Yoga are more representative of tamasic
(e.g. deluded/stagnated/escapist) states of identity and do not
constitute authentic yogic states of awareness.
In YS I.47 it is implied that nirvicara-samapatti is the highest
stage of cognitive samadhi, which suggests the following progressive
("hierarchical") organization 161 in descending order from the purest,
most subtle and sattvified to the least pure, least subtle and sattvified:
nirvicara-samapatti, savicara-samapatti, nirvitarka-samapatti, savitarka-samapatti. Patafijali describes the nirvicara ecstasy as culminating in a state of "supra-reflexive lucidity" (nirvicara-vaisaradya)
which is coterminous with the state of clarity of the inner or authentic
self/being known as adhyatma-prasada. 162 At this finer level,
knowing and knower "lose" their dualistic and independent status and
states as well: the analogy of radiance or clarity extends to oneself
(adhyatma). The insight (prajfia) engendered in the highest stage of
object-oriented samadhi is said to be "truth-bearing" (rtam-bhara) 163
because it discloses the contemplated object as it is without any
mental distortions: "there is no trace of erroneous knowledge in it"
(YB I.48).164 In addition to the aspect of cognitive clarity there
161
162
163
164

See Feuerstein [1980: 89].

YS 1.47 (p. 51): nirvicaravaiStiradye 'dhyatmaprasada/:l.
YS 1.48 (p. 51): rtaY{lbhara tatra prajna.
YB 1.48 (p. 51): na ca tatra viparyasajiianagandho 'py astui.
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likewise occurs in the lucidity of nirvicara a clarity and ease
regarding one's affective/emotive nature thus incorporating, for
example, the sense of "contentment" (samto$a) and "unexcelled
happiness" obtained (YS 11.42; see n. 187 in chapter four) through the
cultivation of the various "observances" (niyamas). The cessation of
the afflicted vrttis, as Vijfiana Bhik~u suggests, simultaneously bears
with it the subsiding of all afflicted and compulsive affective/emotive
patterns of thought and behavior and any further karmically binding
activity thus generated_l65 That is why clarity (implying serenity)
becomes a characteristic of the yogin immersed in this stage of
samadhi. Vyasa writes:
When the mind-sattva (buddhi), whose nature is luminosity, is freed from
[the effects of] rajas and tamas, and has a steady flow without any veiling
contamination of impurity, that is, the lucidity ... has occurred, there is
clarity in the inner being of the yogin, which is a progressively clearer and
more brilliant light of knowledge of the object as it really is.166

Drawing on Vyasa's metaphor (YB 1.12) of the "steady flow of the
mind towards the good," there is implied in the above - and after a
sufficient degree of purification has taken place - a momentum or
movement in the "direction" of transcendence and liberation ("aloneness"). The yogin's identity is freed from the binding effects of rajas
and tamas thus bringing about a sattvification of consciousness. The
yogin becomes cognitively, morally and affectively purified,
spiritually developed and uplifted as person, ushering the yogin into a
different order of life from that of an egoic or selfish mentality rooted
in samyoga - dissatisfaction and ignorance. Having attained to that
insight (prajfia) which is "truth-bearing" (rtambhara, YS 1.48),
"bearing the truth in oneself,"167 the yogin apprehends the innate
order (rta) of cosmic existence and is integrally linked with that order.
Adhyatma (YS 1.47) refers to the disclosure of the clarity of the
inner being, an awakening to one's spiritual identity as a reflection in
165 See YSS (p. 2) where Bhik$u asserts that nirodha not only involves the vrttis of YS 1.6 but
also includes vrttis which have to do with desire or will (iccha); cessation (nirodha) implies both a
moral and affective as well as a cognitive purification.
166 YB 1.47 (p. 51): asuddhyavaraTJamalapetasya prakasatmano buddhisattvasya rajastamobhyaman abhibhutah svaccha/:t sthitipravaho vaisaradyam. yada nirvicarasya samadher
vaisaradyam idam jayate tada yogino bhavaty adhyatmaprasado bhatarthavi!faya/:t kramananurodhr sphuta/:t prajflaloka/:t.
167

See Monier-Williams [1899: 223].
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the sattva. In cogmt1ve samadhi it appears to be limited to the
identification with mind-sattva and does not literally apply to puru$a.
This stage of samadhi correlates well with Vyasa's description168 of
samadhi in the one-pointed state (ekagra) of mind which fully
illuminates an object as it is, diminishes the afflictions, loosens the
bonds of karma, and brings the state of the cessation of
misidentification in cittavrtti into view. There ensues a transcendence
of self as identified with subtle associations of the mind. The sense of
self no longer acts as a vehicle which obstructs perception and
misappropriates objects in the mode of "reflection," i.e. one ceases to
misidentify with the ideas (mind content) and vrttis arising in savicara.
In nirvicara the mind is released from the binding associations and
identifications which formerly accompanied the experience of subtle
objects. A deepening detachment or dispassionate knowledge and
mastery has taken place. The yogin is emancipated from the
limitations of empirical identity ensconced within the "reflexive"
mode of knowledge and self-understanding. Vijfiana Bhik~u 169
makes the pertinent suggestion that although the "truth-bearing"
insight (rtambhara-prajfia) arises in the last stage of cognitive
samadhi, the steps leading to it are through vitarka, vicara, etc. It
follows that there is a "vertical" progression or continuum which
implies some direct perception in the earlier stages as well and
accounts for the interdependence and interconnectedness of the levels
of perception in samadhi. The lower levels of insight gained
pertaining to gross objects are not negated or abandoned but are
integrated and reconciled in a manner which no longer references
experience to a false centre of consciousness laying claim to authentic
identity. The first three stages of samprajfiata naturally lead to the
fourth (asmita) and the insights generated through the former may be
incorporated in the later. Thus, the insight and mastery gained from
the lower ecstasies is not extinguished or relinquished, rather it is
included, consolidated and integrated. At each level, the empirical
limitations of a superimposed condition (cittavrtti) of puru'ia or
authentic identity are discerned and sifted out from the yogin's
purview allowing for a clearer understanding and insight into the true
nature of puru$a. A vidya and misidentification are thus differentiated
168
169

YB I.l.

YV 1.1 (p. 26): savitarkadikrame1Jaiva sak~atkaravrddhya caramabhumikayam rtaY(lbharaprajfiodayena bhumikacatu~taya eva sakyatkarasaY(lbandhad iti.
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from liberating knowledge (vidya, prajfia) and intrinsic identity. An
unbroken continuum of perception can then take place through which
all objects, gross or subtle, can be known in the light of the clarity of
the inner being/self.
The yogin's experience in nirvicara is far from being "misty,"
"vague" or "mysterious." It is as vivid and immediate as is possible
for one who lives at the levels of ordinary awareness to imagine. The
yogin's consciousness, although transcending the normal barriers of
egoic identity, has not however been reduced nor has it been negated
or subsumed into the realm of the "unconscious." In samadhi a state
of supra-wakefulness is disclosed in which the yogin "comes face to
face with the true nature of the object, which ordinarily remains
hidden behind the outer forms."170
The subtle objects, as Patafijali points out, extend up to, and
terminate their forms in unmodified prakrti.171 Vyasa takes pains to
emphasize 172 that the reference to the subtle objects of support
(silk$ma-vi$aya) in YS !.44 does not mean that only atoms (param~us
or a{lus) and the subtle elements constitute the limit of the subtle
realm. A mistake of this nature could be made because objects of
support in the vicara-accompanied samadhi are the subtle elements
and the subtle senses and YS !.44 speaks of savicara and nirvicara as
being realizations of the subtle realm. The subtle realm does not,
however, end there but extends all the way to the higher stages of
ecstasy where ahamkara and liftga-matra (mahat/buddhi) are realized.
Thereafter aliftga (unmanifest prakrti) is understood and included.
It should be noted that even though the formal Sarp.khya system
considers unmanifest prakrti to be beyond any cognition at all - too
shy a "maiden" to show "her" face to puru$a (SK 61) - in Yoga
prakrti is indeed "experienced" by the prakrti-layas - yogins who
have merged their awareness into prakrti, as Patafijali and Vyasa
explain.173 Thus, the yogin's subtle realm extends all the way up to
170

Swami Nikhilananda [1951: 95].

171 YS I.45 (p. 50): sak.~mavi~ayatval!l caliitgaparyavasanam.

172 YB I.45 (p. 50): pilrthivasyilT:Wr gandhatanmiltral!l su/cymo vi$ayal; . ... fe$ilm ahal!lkiira/:1.
asyapi liitgamatral!l su/cymo vi$ayal;. liitgamatrasyapy aliitgal!l su/cymo vi~aya/:1. na calingilt
paral!l sak~mam asti. "In the case of an atom of earth, the subtle element of odour is a subtler
object [for the vicara meditation] .... Subtler than these [subtle elements] is the ego-sense
(ahal!lkilra). Subtler than that is the designator (the great principle - liitga-matra or mahat). More
subtle than that is the unmanifest (aliitga, pradhana). There is nothing more subtle [pralqtic]
beyond the unmanifest."
17 3

See YS I.l9 (p. 22): bhavapratyayo videhaprakrtilayilnilm; see n.
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unmanifest prakrti. There is nothing of a prala;tic nature more subtle
beyond ali1iga.l7 4 Yet, as Vyasa is careful to state:
Now puru:;a also is subtle, is that not so? But the subtlety of puru:;a is not
in the same category as that of the unmanifest beyond the great principle/
designator (linga). Furthermore, puru:;a is not the cause which generates
the designator but is the [indirect] cause. Thus the unexcelled subtlety as it
is in prakrti (pradhana) has been explained.1 7 5

Puru.$a is not an object in samadhi. Puru.$a is "subtle" but is in an
entirely different category from prakrti and her evolutes. Whereas the
levels of subtlety in prakrti's evolutes are comparative, puru.$a's

"subtlety" is not relative and subject to transformation, but is
unchanging, absolute. Unlike prakrti, puru.$a has no direct products as
its effects. As pure consciousness, puru.$a is an indirect cause of the
awareness asmi, "I am," that makes its appearance in the composite
sentience - asmita - when puru.$a's presence passively reflects in
liliga-matra. That is the extent of puru.$a's involement.
Since the topic of these siltras is cognitive or object-oriented
samadhi (i.e. ecstasy), and it is not until asa117prajfiata (objectless
samadhi) that the "aloneness" (kaivalya) of puru.$a can occur, the
degrees of subtleness mentioned above only lead up to unmanifest
prakrti. Backtracking somewhat to the stages of cognitive samadhi (as
outlined in YS 1.17), a crucial question now arises. Bearing in mind
that YS 1.47-50 extol the perfection of nirvicara-samadhi and that YS
1.51 explains asa117prajfiata-samadhi, where do the ananda- and
asmita-accompanied ecstasies which were included in YS 1.17 fit in to
Patafijali's scheme? Although this has not been explicity mentioned
by Vyasa or by any of the major Sanskrit commentators, it appears
that the term nirvicara is not limited to being a variation of the
vicara-accompanied ecstasy alone. The term nirvicara-samapatti can
be taken in a broader sense to include the other two ecstasies: ananda
and asmita, which appear to have been left out or overlooked. Two
reasons can be posited176 why this is so: (1) The later two forms of
four of Whicher [1998] and the discussion later in this article on the status of the prakrti-layas
especially the text referring to notes 215-219.

17 4

See n. 172 above.

1 7 5 YB 1.45 (p. 50): nanv asti purusafz saksma iti? satyam. yatha lingat param aliligasya
sauksmyal'f1 na caival'f1 purusasya. ki1!1 tu liligasyanvayikaraiJaiJ1 puruso na bhavati, hetus tu
bhavatfti. ata(l pradhane sauk$mya1!1 niratisayal'f1 vyakhyatam.

176

See Arya [1986: 408].
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cognitive samadhi are also in this sense forms of nirvicara-samapatti
because the association with subtle objects as in vicara has ceased.
The experience in the ananda-accompanied samadhi is "I am joyful,"
and in asmita-samadhi it is simply "I am." These are neither
discursive-like thoughts associated with vitarka-accompanied
samadhi, nor subtle thoughts of the vicara type of ecstasy, but are
rather deeper, more subtilized, sattvified experiences in nirvicarasamtlpatti. (2) The subtle realm incorporated in samadhi extending up
to and including unmanifest prakrti clearly warrants recognition of the
other two ecstasies.
Vyasa does assume ananda and asmita (YB 1.17) to constitute the
contents of separate stages of cognitive samadhi. It would not be
unreasonable to suggest that Vyasa would take ananda- and
asmita-samadhi to be instances of nirvicara-samapatti and that this
can be seen as being in accordance with Patafijali's scheme. It would
then follow that the vicara-accompanied ecstasy referred to in YS 1.17
is a specific category of cognitive samadhi which technically and
structurally corresponds with savicara-samtlpatti; vicara (YS 1.17)
thus is not intended to include the full depth of the nirvicara levels.

6. Ananda-samadhi
On the subject of the third form of ecstasy presented in YS 1.17
called "joy" (ananda) - Vyasa writes: "Joy means delight."177 The
word for joy, ananda, does not denote here a state of intrinsic,
unconditional, transcendent "bliss," one of the familiar epithets of
brahman - the Supreme Being as extolled, for example, in
Upani~adic works and Vedantic commentaries. In YS 1.17 ananda is
initially the conditional and temporary property called sukha: the
pleasure, well-being or happiness inherent in the sattva-gm;a. In
ananda-accompanied samadhi the yogin grasps or captures the delight
of sattva and identifies/unites with this exalted sense of happiness.
It is acknowledged in the Sarpkhya and Yoga traditions that
pleasure belongs to the sattva of the mind and is within the realm of
the "experienced" or "seeable," i.e. it is object-oriented. Puru$a - the
pure, unchanging seer - transcends the realm of the gw:zas and is by
nature free of the binding influence of, or attachment to, sattva. This

177 anando hladal;; seen. 15 above on YB I.17 and related text.
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is related to the idea that pleasure, pain and other experiences belong
to the transformations (pari7Jama) of prakrti and so puru$a's nature,
although immanent as well as transcendent, maintains its immutable,
unmodified and non-fragmented identity throughout all the changes
taking place within prakrti. Even though the pralqtic scheme includes
the delusive power of tamas, the often turbulent nature of rajas and
the pleasurable states of sattva, human beings basically involve
themselves with the world in pursuit of the pleasure of sattva. It is
ultimately the attachment to the pleasure derived from sattva which
causes misidentification, dissatisfaction and bondage and which, even
on the subtle levels of prakrti, generates and sustains samsaric or
mistaken identity.
In the savitarka and savicara ecstasies, the insights attained show
one the futility of pursuing happiness through the various objects of
contemplation, starting with "cogitation" (vitarka) on the earth
elements and going up to the "reflection" (savicara) on the subtle
elements and possibly the initial stages of the sense of self
(ahamkara). As identification with the grosser evolutes/objects/
content gradually dissolves or is transcended, and an identification
with their subtler causes arises, in ananda-samadhi identification
dissolves or merges into ahamkara. Koelman appropriately writes that
after mastering the vicara stage one sets oneself "to focus the
subjective-objective entities" in order "to concentrate and achieve
one-pointed attention on those entities which constitute [one's] own
cognitive organism."178
Since tamasic ahamkara generates the elements, and sattvic
ahamkara generates the mind-organ (manas), the sense organs and
action organs, all with the aid of rajas (activity/motion),179 it can be
understood that a gradual refinement of awareness would lead the
yogin to the more subtle "location" of sattva as it presents itself in
ahamkara. As is the case with the other evolutes of prakrti, ahamkara
consists of all three gu7Jas yet rajas and tamas are here subordinated
to sattva, especially now that the yogin has ascended beyond the
vitarka and vicara levels. The locus of joy that was experienced and
referenced through the grosser evolutes has its "fount" here. The
yogin then concentrates on the pleasure of the sattva of ahamkara and
enjoys a temporary blissful state. To repeat, this temporary state of
178
179

Koelman [1970: 207].
Cf SK25.
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intense joy is not to be mistaken for the absolute bliss of brahman. In
Classical Yoga this elevated joy (ananda) must also be seen in its
parts and as a whole until the "unification" of the enjoyer and the
enjoyed is perceived and the expanded sense of awareness attains to a
greater fullness; that is, its nature (i.e. of "joy") is fully realized.180
Vijfiana Bhik~u explains that in ananda-samadhi the only vrtti that
prevails is: "I am happy, joyful."181 Even though mahat or buddhi
proper is not reached until the next level (asmita) of cognitive
samadhi, it can be assumed here that the sattvic nature of mahat filters
through into aharrzkara (asmita-matra) adding to the sense of joy.
Those yogins who attain this level of experience (anandasamadhi) may be temporarily absorbed in joyful states of mystical
ecstasy. Yet there is a danger at this stage in that the yogin may
incorrectly consider this enhanced sense of well-being to be the
supreme attainment in Yoga. Having mastered the ego-principle everything from the physical body made up of the vise.yas to the
aharrzkara - powers (siddhis) may attend upon the yogin. Remaining
identified at this level of samadhi, one may be called videha,
"bodiless" one, or a "bodiless shining god" (videha devas)_l82 The
root cause of the videha's attachment and misidentification with the
rapturous conditions of ananda is of course ignorance (avidya) which
leads one to mistake the nonetemal as eternal, the non-selfas self, etc.,
and thus keeps one engulfed within and enslaved to subtle forms of
pralqtic existence. The videha's state is a possible stage along the way
but if a dispassion towards it is not cultivated it merely results in a
subtler form of pleasure addiction and misidentification in sarrzyoga.
Egoity (asmita) itself has not yet been rooted out. From the
enlightened perspective in Yoga this stage of attainment and identity
is still within the guflic realm of impermanence leading to further
dissatisfaction.
The field of ananda-samadhi is grahafla, the "grasping" or
instrument of knowledge. Unlike the vitarka- and vicara-samadhis, it
is not subdivided (for example, into sananda and nirananda) by
180
181

Seen. 15 above for Vyasa's text.

YV I.l7 (p. 107): tadan!l'fl canandagocara evaha sukhlti cittavrttir bhavati na saksmavastu:fV
aprti vicaranugatad visesab. "At that time there is only ananda as the object; the modification of
the mind of the form 'I am happy' is there; and there is no modification with regard to even subtle
objects. Thus it is different from the Yoga connected with vicara."
182 See YB I.I9 (p. 22) where Vyasa explains that at this level of samadhi the powers (siddhis)
of the "subtle worlds" made up of the six aviseljas are mastered.
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Patafijali or Vyasa. I therefore understand Vacaspati Misra as having
given an erroneous explanation of the cause and nature of the rapture
in this ecstasy. He writes: "Because the nature of sattva is illumination ... the experience of the sattvic pleasures inherent in the senses
is the delight of this samadhi."183 This statement is incorrect in
suggesting that the object experienced here is that joy inherent in the
senses (indriyas). Vijfiana Bhik~u points out that the above suggestion
confuses the ananda ecstasy with vitarka and vicara, in which the full
realization of the nature of the senses has already occurred, the senses
(indriyas) as objects of support having already been "left behind" as
unworthy of further pursuit. If the pleasure inherent in the senses were
the object of contemplation in this ecstasy, such experiences would
generate the kind of vrttis in which attraction/attachment (raga) and
aversion (dve.ya) are implied. This would - like the "sa" and "nir"
forms of the vitarka and vicara ecstasies - necessitate two levels in
the ananda-accompanied ecstasy: (1) one with the vrtti-identification
centred on "joy," and (2) a subtler one without the vrtti-identification
of "joy." Neither Patafijali nor Vyasa have suggested two categories
for this ecstasy, and therefore Vacaspati Misra's interpretation seems
erroneous. 184
For the purpose of furthering our analysis on ananda-samadhi, it
is necessary to focus the discussion somewhat on the next stage of
cognitive samadhi: the asmita-accompanied ecstasy. Vacaspati Misra,
stating the delight inherent in the senses to be the object of the
ananda-accompanied ecstasy, considers puru.ya, qualified by ahamkara, to be the object of asmita-samadhi)85 This raises a question
about buddhi (mahat) - the first and finest evolute in the order of
manifestation and the last to be experienced, incorporated and
mastered. If ahamkara, which arises from mahat, is the object in
asmita-samadhi, in what other ecstasy would mahat (buddhi) be
mastered? Furthermore, in what ecstasy would asmita be realized?
There are no further stages of samadhi given by Patafijali after the
183 TV I.17 (p. 21 ): prakilsaS!lataya khala sattvapradhanad aharrzkarad indriyal)y utpannani.
sattvarrz sukham iti tany api sukhantti tasminn abhogo hlada iti.
184 YV 1.17 (pp. 108-109). Feuerstein [1989: 196] appears to follow Vacaspati Misra's
interpretation of ananda- and asmita-samadhi by dividing these stages of samadhi into two
categories, namely: sananda-samapatti ("ecstatic coincidence with bliss") and niranandasamapatti ("ecstatic coincidence beyond bliss") as well as sasmita-samapatti ("ecstatic coincidence with 'l-am-ness"') and nirasmita-samapatti ("ecstatic coincidence beyond 'l-am-ness"').
185 TV 1.17 (p. 21): asmitaprabhavanrndriyal)i. tenaisam asmita saksmarrz rapam. sa catmana
grahrtra saha buddhir ekatmika sarrzvit. See main text referring ton. 192 below.
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asmita-type with supportive factors (alambanas) or objects of contemplation. Nor would this fit in to our present scheme of understanding,
which for the sake of clarity, is repeated as follows: (1) sixteen vise$as,
the gross objects known (grahya) in vitarka-samadhi; (2) five
avise$aS, the subtle objects known (grahya) in vicara- samadhi; (3)
ahamkara (the sixth and most subtle of the avise$as, the instrument of
knowledge or "grasping" - grahm;a), experienced in the later stages
of vicara and in ananda-samadhi (note that ahamkara is not the same
as asmita); (4) linga-matra (mahat/buddhi) wherein asmita - the
agent of knowledge (grahrtr) - is experienced in asmita-samadhi. It
must be pointed out that there is little agreement among the
commentators with regard to the objects of contemplation in both the
ananda and asmita ecstasies. Disagreements among the commentators
notwithstanding, the above scheme can function as a heuristic device
in Yoga by presenting a consistent and workable framework for
formulating a careful classification relating the levels of cognitive
samadhi in both a metaphysical/theoretical and experiential/practical
way.
Vijfiana Bhik$u's186 view - that delight (hlada) alone is the
object of contemplation in ananda-samadhi - does not sufficiently
explain the source and nature of the rapture. He includes ahamkara
and mahat among the objects of savicara-samadhi.187 In this case,
there appears to be a confusion between grahya and graha~a. Since, as
our study suggests, ananda-samadhi has graha~a as its classification,
delight (hlada) alone cannot be the "object" of contemplation. Being
the instrument of "grasping" through which knowledge is selfreferenced/appropriated, the evolute ahamkara (asmita-matra) must
find a place in the practical scheme of Yoga.
H. Aral)ya 188 is of the opinion that the sense of happiness in
ananda-samadhi arises from the feeling of relaxation in the five
organs of action, the five sense organs and the three constituents of
the inner senses: manas, ahamkara and buddhi. This may well
represent the affective nature of the experience, but Aral)ya's view
confuses the subtle scheme of understanding related to these ecstasies
186
187

See YV 1.17 (p. 107).

YV 1.17 (p. 106): ... prakrtimahadahamkarapaficatanmatrarilpa bhatendriyayo(l suk~·ma ...
sa vicara.

188 Aral)ya writes [1963: 49]: "The object or basis of this concentration [on bliss] is a particular
feeling of sattvika happiness felt all over the mind and the senses due to a particular state of
calmness."
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and therefore remains incomplete with regard to the ecstasy associated
with joy. I agree, however, with Aral)ya's suggestion (below) that the
object of contemplation in the asmita-accompanied ecstasy is buddhi
intent upon purusa. He writes: "The object concentrated upon in
asmita samadhi is not the real purusa but its imitation, the pseudoseer. ... It is buddhi shaped after the purusa, .. . a sort of feeling of
identity between the pure consciousness and individual consciousness or buddhi."189
Bhoja Raja's view - that aharrzkara is the object of support in
the ananda ecstasy and buddhi being the supportive object in the
ecstasy of asmita - seems accurate. However Bhoja Raja errs in that
he considers the pleasure of the ananda ecstasy to be the attribute of
pure consciousness, or rather the power of consciousness (citi-sakti)
which by definition (YS IV.34) transcends the realm of the gu7Jas.
Bhoja says:
When [contemplation on the] sattva of the inner instrumentality somewhat
penetrated by a residue of rajas and tamas is cultivated, then, there being
no guf!aS located in the power of consciousness, the excellence of its (the
anta/:tkaraf!a's) essence - whose nature is pleasure and illumination thus cultivated, is called the samadhi associated with joy.190

Bhoja's entire statement seems self-contradictory. If the contemplation is still on the sattva of the antal;kara7Ja, then the (pure) power
of consciousness (citi-sakti) has not yet been realized. Furthermore,
sattva, whose nature is pleasure and illumination, is a part of prakrti
and not an attribute of citi-sakti (i.e. purusa). The above statement by
Bhoja can be stretched somewhat and understood to mean that one is
now closer to citi-sakti, whose own bliss (sukha, happiness in the case
of the sattva gu~Ja) and illumination (i.e. knowledge, jfiana) have
begun to penetrate the sattva of the inner sense, causing the excellence
of the latter's pleasure and illumination to expand, thus overcoming
the residue of rajas and tamas. In any case, Bhoja's comment does
aptly suggest that in ananda-samadhi the sattva is still somewhat
alloyed with a trace of rajas and tamas (as is the case with aharrzkara/
asmita-matra).
189 Ibid, p. 50.
190 RM I.17 (p. 6): yada tu rajastamole§anuviddham antaf:tkaraiJasattvam bhavyate tada guiJabhavac citisakte/:t sukhaprakasamayasya sattvasya bhavyamanasyodrekat sanandaf:t samadhir
bhavati.
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Bhoja Raja considers asmita to be the counterpart of the ahaY(lkara evolute in Sarpkhya philosophy. According to the understanding
of Patafijali's system presented in this study, it has been suggested that
ahaY(lkara, as the object of support in ananda-samadhi, is purified and
no longer performs an obstructing role in the realization of authentic
identity. The samadhi associated with joy serves its purpose in that
contemplation on - becoming aware of the limitations or temporary
nature of - the ahaY(lkara-principle has been accomplished. I am
arguing that if asmita (not asmita-matra) and ahaY(lkara were at all
identical, there would be no possibility, indeed no need for, the stage
of asmita-samadhi. Like many other commentators, however, Bhoja
Raja insists upon maintaining the identity of ahaY(lkara and asmita,
but he divides them by function, asserting:
The identity of ahamkara and asmita should not be doubted. Where the
inner sense referring to itself as "I" (aham) apprehends the objects of
experience, it is called ahamkara. When by turning inwards in the
transformative process of dissolution or return to the source (prakrti) there
appears (in the mind) a mere reflection of "pure being," that is called
asmita)91

While it is accurate to say that ahaY(lkara is outward-going towards
the mind-organ (manas), the senses and the objects of the senses, and
that asmita - located in mahat (buddhi) - is a more subtle,
internalized process that occurs in the "inner face" of the mind (citta),
there is no real basis for asserting an identity of ahaY(lkara and asmita.
Asmita occurs in mahat (buddhi), which is subtler than its product,
ahaY(lkara.
Vacaspati Misra as well equates asmita with ahaY(lkara. Even
though in Sarpkhya the senses (indriyas) are an evolute of (i.e.
directly arise from) ahaY(lkara, not of mahat, he writes: "The senses
are products of asmita. Therefore asmita is their subtler form. That
intellect (buddhi) unified with the self (atman) is referred to as the
perception of the essential nature of the self."192 Here Vacaspati
confuses buddhi with ahaY(lkara. The criticism directed at Bhoja Raja
also applies to Vacaspati Misra in this regard.
191 Ibid: na caha111karasmitayor abheda/:l sankanrya/:l. yato yatranta/:lkarm:zam aham ity
ullekhena visayanvedayate so' halflktlra/:l. yatrtlntar mukhataya pratilomapari~Jtlme prakrtil!ne
cetasi sattamatram avabhati sa'smita.
19 2

See n. 185 above for text.
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7. Asmita-samadhi
Having awakened to and fully realized aharnkara in the ananda
ecstasy, the yogin sees the flaws of the gu(las present therein,
including the limitations on self-identity, cultivates dispassion
(vairagya) towards this state of identification, and moves to the yet
subtler ground of the ecstasy associated with asmita. Just as the
products among the evolutes can be said to "dissolve" gradually into
subtler and subtler causes, so the yogin's identification with aharrzkara
dissolves (nirodha) into an identification with buddhi/mahat - the
root-identification with asmita or mistaken identity of self (i.e. where
ignorance first manifests in the mind) denoting a pre-individual,
cosmic, or even trans-individual sense of being (mahan atma, YB
II.l9). The identification with asmita accompanies the yogin through
the contemplation and unification which focuses on the mind-sattva,
mahat!buddhi, the evolute of ''intelligence." Since the previous
identifications with the "less refined" evolutes have been transcended
- meaning that the yogin is no longer misidentified with those
phenomena - and mahat (buddhi) is the first evolute of prakrti, there
is no other object of contemplation or support but mahat itself. It is
the "designator" (liizga-matra), the "first sign" that prakrti gives of
her presence. The principle of convergence and unification of the
object and the agent of contemplation reaches its finest dimension
here. Vyasa asserts: "l-am-ness is the perception of the essential
nature of self."193 Since the "inner face" of citta (buddhi) is the most
sattvic and purest constituent of the evolutes of prakrti, it most
approximates - is analogous to - puru~a. Pure consciousness
"reflects" in buddhi as into a clear crystal. It is here and nowhere else
that puru~a and prakrti "meet" in sarrzyoga, taking on a single nature,
as it were, which is defined as the affliction of "l-am-ness" (YS 11.6
and YB 11.6). It is in the reflected consciousness in the mind that
ignorance and misidentification "begin" and are terminated, a process
with which puru~a is said to have no direct involvement.
At the interface or juncture of the seer and the seeable spring all
notions or ideas of selfhood, the reflected consciousness being the
primary (sentient) constituent of our self as person. The growth of self
as person is rooted in this conjunction; all the various projections,

193

YBI.l7 (p. 21): ekatmika sal)'!vid asmita.
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adjuncts and instruments of selfhood arise from this "meeting place."
Here the person first utters "I am," meaning: "I am this conditioned,
contingent, delimited being, a composite of consciousness (cetana)
and insentience (acetana, jaqa)." In realizing the nature of asmita, the
yogin understands it as the final "break" between puru$a (intrinsic
identity) and samyoga (mistaken or extrinsic identity) whereby the
two constituents of "l-am-ness" - "insentience" in its finest essence
of the mind-sattva, and the reflection of the puru$a therein - dissolve
or "undo" their "union" (samyoga) or superimposed condition
(adhyaropa)194 of selfhood which resulted in a confusion of identity
between puru$a and the mental processes (vrttis).
The stage of samadhi associated with asmita means the
realization of mahat!buddhilliliga-matra in which the gw;a of sattva is
predominant. In the previous ecstasy called ananda, sattva is
dominant, although, as Bhoja Raja explains, at this stage of samadhi
the experience of sattva is still somewhat penetrated by residual rajas
and tamas.195 In asmita-samadhi the rajas and tamas have been
completely subdued, but not expelled, and only the purity and clarity
of sattva shines. In this experience the sattvic inward face of buddhi is
"turned away" from its outward facing evolute, ahamkara or ego.
That is, ego-identification, the nature of which is, for example, to
appropriate objects and experiences as being "mine" and not "yours,"
"ours," or "his"/"hers," etc., is transcended, submerged or rather
transformed into the pure "am-ness" which is still first-personal but
not egoistic. The normal, individual conditions and barriers imposed
on consciousness are dissolved in the experience of pure sattva, but
the ahamkara as graha7Ja (the instrument through which intelligence
asserts itself, experiences and knows) is not destroyed or negated.
Rather, the yogin now experiences a heightened form of perception
and understanding which is freed from the misidentification with mere
egoic identity. Ontologically, mahat, out of which the ego arises and
is absorbed, is pure "am-ness" but not "is-ness," which is thirdpersonal and may not have the significance of self-conscious being.
The yogin realizes that by turning the mind "inwards" through the
practice of samadhi the purity of the mind's sattva receives the
194 See YB ILlS (p. 84): etena graha~Jadharw:whapoha tattva jfianabhinivesa buddhau vartamana/:l puru$e 'dhyaropitasad bhava/:l. YS II.17 (p. 79): dra$frdrsyayo/:l sal!lyogo heyahetu/:l. "The
conjunction between the seer and the seeable is the cause of what is to be overcome [i.e. suffering,
dissatisfaction (klesa) ]. " See YB II.6.
195 Seen. 190 above.
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reflection of puru$a. It is due to the presence and power of consciousness (puru$a) functioning through the mind (in its reflected state), and
not the mind itself, that all the life-processes of our psycho-physical
being are initiated and sustained.
The word asmita does not refer merely to being, or to existence,
but to the consciousness of being or existence, since the term asmi is
specific to a subject ("I") which proclaims its existence. The concept
of asmita has a close relationship in Yoga with that of sarapya (YS
I.4). Sarapya, implying a misidentification with or conformity to the
nature of vrtti, represents the objective aspect (the situation of puru$a
appearing to conform to the mental processes), and asmita the
root-subjective aspect (the consciousness of being, conditioned by an
identification with the mental processes) of a single phenomenon: the
superimposed limitation of selfhood due to misidentification with the
pra]qtic conditions of individual and cosmic existence, the
congenitally conflated realm of puru$a (the seer) and prakrti (the
seeable) constituting one's mistaken identity or conditioned being.
In a rare description of asmita-samadhi, Vyasa states: "The mind
that has reached the unification called asmita becomes serene and
infinite like a great (still) ocean ... ." 196 Because puru$a is an
undisturbed, infinite existence - like an ocean - the inward face of
the mind (buddhi) receiving puru$a's "reflection" and as experienced
in asmita-samadhi appears like an infinite, calm ocean, without
rufflement, i.e. distracting or disturbing mental "waves" or activity.
The experience of this "reflection" of puru$a is both expansive like
the ocean and minute like an atomic particle. Vyasa quotes from the
Sarp.khyan teacher, Paficasikha: "Having found that self which is
minute like the atom, one realizes oneself only as 'I am'."197 No
contradiction need be implied in the description of the Self (atman) or
its reflection as being both minute and expansive. It is repeatedly
described as being as subtle as, or more specifically in the Upani~ads,
as being more minute than an atomic particle.198 It is also, however,
referred to as being great/expansive (mahan)199 or even as being both
196 YB I.36 (p. 41): tathasmitayal!l samapannal!l cittal!l nistaranga mahodadhikalpal!l .santam
anantam asmita ...
197 Ibid: yatredam uktam janue" iti.

"tam m:zumatram atmanam anuvidyasm!ty eval!l tavat sal!lpra-

198 See, for example, Katha Up II.S; Mait Up VI. 20, 38 and VII.?; Mul}qaka Up II. 2, 2 and III.
1.9; see also BG VIII.9.
199

See, for example, BA Up IV. 4, 20 and 22; Katha Up II.22.
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minute and great. 200 It is noteworthy that the descriptions of the
realization of atman (or puru~a) and of its "reflection" in asmita
(correlating with cosmic being - mahan atma - or mahat) are very
similar. It is as though one person were to describe the sky in its utter
vastness and another speak of its clear reflection in a pond.
What needs to be emphasized at this point in our analysis is that
the progression in samadhi from vitarka to vicara to ananda to asmita
results in experiences of an ever-increasing sense of I or self, a
continuously expanding sense of self-identity. This expanding sense
of identity, which incorporates the levels of person/individual and
cosmic (trans-egoic/individual) being, arises due to the finer perceptions (yogi-pratyak~a) or insights (prajfia) of the yogin which disclose
the nature of the objects experienced (the seeable, drsya). As stated in
chapter two, Yoga ontology follows from epistemology. In asmitasamadhi the yogin is identified with mahat201 (cosmic or transindividual being) or mahan atma (the great self), attains omniscience
and experiences self-identity as an undivided, nonfractured, unified
self-nature or being. 202 Through samadhi one's identity has
expanded to include the whole of manifest existence, a state which is
transcendent of any subject-object (ego-world) bifurcation or
fragmentation within prakrti. The yogin knows "I am the whole, the
all-pervading sense of self which gives rise to and permeates all
manifest existence." In asmita-samadhi the yogin is liberated from the
idea of being a bound or limited identity dependent on being in
association with joy or happiness (sukha) and attached to the pleasure
of sattva. It is not until asmita-samadhi that the insight attained is said
to be "truth-bearing" (rtmpbhara) disclosing the object as it is without
any epistemological distortion. At this exalted stage of samadhi,
rather than being deprived of the levels of knowledge, perception and
understanding gained previously, the yogin reconciles and
incorporates these levels into the fullness and perfection of the
"truth-bearing" insight. 203 Having discarded all attachment to the
lower or grosser levels of perception, the yogin's capacity to
200 See, for example, Katha Up II.20 and Svet Up Ill.9.

201 YB II.19.
202 On this see Arm;tya [1963: 365] who states: "When the powers of omnipotence and
omniscience are acquired the yogin becomes like Almighty Isvara. That is the highest state of the
Intellect. Puru$a with such adjuncts, i.e. such adjuncts and their seer combined, is called Mahan
atma or the Great Self. The adjuncts by themselves are also called Mahat-tattva."
203 See notes 163, 164 and 169 above.
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experience, understand, perceive, remember, rationalize, etc., far from
being negated or abandoned, is transformed, purified, enhanced; the
various mental faculties thus being properly harnessed can then
function more effectively in the practical world. There is a recognition
and purification of self-identity in relation to the world and nature
culminating in a reunification and integration of the individuated
sense of self (ahamkara) with the trans-individuated, cosmic, or
universal sense of "l-am-ness" or self as supported in mahat!buddhi.
Perception is not suppressed, flattened out or destroyed through
Yoga; it is transformed. The lower levels of realization are
encompassed, not negated. By attaining increasingly subtler levels of
perception through the sattvification of the mind, the yogin is more
capable of embodying a richer affective life - one which is inclusive
rather than exclusive of the practical, relational world- for prior to
samadhi what had been held as ontologically and epistemologically
separate from oneself is now seen for what it actually is, part of one
corpus (prakrti) of existence. The moral-affective dimension of Yoga
which includes the cultivation of friendliness, compassion, happiness,
etc., towards others (YS 1.33) is an indispensible part of the yogin's
journey into subtler levels of realization and self-understanding and
thus the overcoming of the selfish, contracted nature of ego. Through
moral purification finer perception can arise, virtue thus acting as an
efficient cause for removing non-virtue (YB IV.3) which in tum
allows for greater concentration and meditative insight in Yoga. What
is involved here is not a suppression but a reconciliation of past
actions and a healing summation and transmutation of the human
psyche. The moral, affective and epistemological dimensions of Yoga
are refined, and virtue, whether of an ethical or cognitive nature, is
seen to converge in the sattva of the mind. By developing the capacity
or power (siddhi) to "contact" or "locate" finer, clearer and undiverted
reflections of puru!$a within the mind, the yogin is purified of
distorted perception, deluded self-understanding and a host of other
forms of nonvirtue. An increasing light of sattva - including
liberating knowledge (jfiana, YS 11.28), dispassion (vairagya, YS 1.15)
and other virtues such as compassion (karu7;a, YS 1.33) - pervades
the yogin's consciousness augmenting and spiritualizing the yogin's
identity.
Yoga is not therefore a dissolution, negation or rejection of
psycho-physical being the purpose of which is to isolate the yogin
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from embodied existence. By including subtler dimensions of
consciousness, Yoga can mean "addition" 204 implying here a
recognition of its much overlooked capacity to value, enhance and
vivify human embodied life: cognitively, ethically, physically, etc. To
repeat our claim from an earlier article (see Whicher [1995]),
dissolution or cessation (nirodha) is of the deluding power of
misidentification (in sarrzyoga), not of the power of identification itself
which enables one to attend, empathize, know and "unite" with
objects, persons, etc. Yoga discards all ignorance and attachment, not
knowledge (vrtti) and relational existence in total. In order to be
accomplished in Yoga, the yogin must be able to pinpoint or arrive at
the cause of sarrzyoga - namely, ignorance (avidya), the mind in its
unenlightened state as locus of selfhood. Samadhi uproots the
afflictions as they manifest themselves within our prakrtic makeup
including the subtler levels of aharrzkara and buddhi. In sarrzyoga
puru!$a as if conforms to the nature of the seeable, selfhood being
experienced within the context of the afflictions implying a mistaken
identity of self (asmita). The world (of objects) is misperceived
through the "eyes" of egoity or ignorance. The mind's (citta) nature is
paradoxical in that: (1) In asmita-samadhi the root- afflicted- identity
(asmita) is located where the seer and the seeable appear to be one (in
the buddhi). Yet (2) the buddhi or highest aspect of the mind has the
quality of sattva or illumination through which the yogin discerns the
difference between the puru!$a and the sattva of consciousness and
gradually uproots and eradicates the affliction of asmita. There results
a purification of self in relation to the world and nature. Thus, through
a series of subject-object identifications in cognitive samadhi, the
yogin succeeds in temporarily transcending the polarization of self
and world, the subject-object dichotomy that had previously governed
and defined self-identity in sarrzyoga. In fact, Patafijali's main concern
throughout his analysis of samadhi is not with the objects themselves
but with the misidentifications, attachments, aversions, desires and
fears which accompany the experiences of objects.
Prakrti and her various manifestations, including the concept of
mind (citta), are ingeniously utilized by Patafijali for pedagogical
purposes, i.e. as states of identification which, functioning positively
as contemplative directives along the "path" of Yoga, can serve as

204 See Monier-Williams [1899: 856].
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heuristic devices for practitioners of Yoga. The practitioner must first
discover or recognize what aspects or evolutes of prakrti he or she is
misidentified with, attached to, or has an aversion towards. Through
yogic technique and one-pointedness of mind the practitioner then
learns to "undo" any misidentification with objects including thought
constructs/ideas (pratyaya) and mental processes (vrtti). Through
cessation (nirodha) brought about by practice and dispassion,
including the unhinging of attention from its confinement to
ego-consciousness, the power of identification or vrtti-generating
complex no longer functions under the influence of ignorance
(avidya). All enslavement to the nature of the seeable (drsya) is
eradicated. Pralqti is not negated from the yogin's purview; she is
more correctly aligned with pure consciousness (puru~a) and therefore
can be more fully incorporated. Through a deepening process of
purification and illumination of the mind, misidentification dissolves.
Thus in samadhi, prakrti -on whatever level, gross or subtle ceases to function as an obstacle to clear, liberating insight. Without
prakrti there would be no ontological backdrop, no levels of existence
or vehicles through which knowledge could take place. It would be
impossible to for liberation to arise because there would be no forms
of subject-object identifications from which to locate any semblance
of pure consciousness, overcome attachment, and grow in one's
understanding. The concept of mind (citta) is in part a heuristic device
for understanding the nature and functioning of reflected consciousness. In its unenlightened mode (vyutthana) under the sway of
ignorance in the form of vasanas of misconceived knowledge (YB
11.24) the mind, as reflected, impure (prakrtic) consciousness, can be
viewed as the cause and sustaining power of smrzyoga, bondage and
dissatisfaction (klesa). But when sattva-knowledge is allowed to shine
forth, the mind, as reflected albeit purified consciousness, can be seen
as the efficient cause of liberation disclosing knowledge for the
purpose of puru~a, the final cause (YB 11.19). Thus Vyasa tells us that
in the mind alone takes place both bondage and liberation.205
When asmita has been examined (in asmita-samadhi) its nature is
fully realized. This corresponds with grahztr-samapatti (see
discussion above on YS 1.41); the "field" of this ecstasy is the prak:rtic
agent of knowledge. At this level "grasping" (knowing) and "grasper"
205 YB II.l8 (pp. 83-84): tavetau bhogapavargau buddhikrtau buddhav eva vartamanau ...
buddher eva purusarthaparisamaptir bandhas tadarthavasayo moksa iti.
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(knower) lose their independent status: the analogy of radiance or
clarity extends to one's inner being (adhyatma).206 Vyasa207 and
Vacaspati 208 have understood contemplation on the "grasper"
(grahrtr) as being that mysterious intersection of the pralqtic
knower-agent (located in mind-sattva or buddhi) and puru~a, the real
knower-witness. Here grahrtr-samapatti links up with asmitasamadhi. The yogin concentrates on the reflected "knower"
("grasper") inprakrti; the real knower (YS IV.l8)- puru~a- cannot
be made an object of knowledge, a mental content (pratyaya) or
modification (vrtti). What the yogin actually succeeds in realizing is
asmita, the mental stand-in for puru~a. Koelman puts it this way: "By
concentration on the knower we reach the awareness-light projected
by the Self. We do not actually grasp the very essence of the Self, we
gain access only to its liminal result, that is its illuminating
participation in the sattva of the [buddhi]."209
I have translated Vyasa's description of asmita: eka-atmika
sarrzvit210 (YB 1.17) as "the perception of the essential (unified) nature
of self." This refers to the pre-diversified, undifferentiated (unified) or
rather trans-egoic condition of reflected self-identity in prakrti. The
sattvic illumination of the mirror of buddhi and the reflected light of
puru~a are unified in asmita. Vijfiana Bhik~u211 explains that the
word eka ("one") here signifies "only one," that is to say: "Only one,
the Self {lltman), is its object." He interprets this to mean that in this
samadhi there is only one object of support, the mind's perception of
only the puru~a, by which one realizes that "I am." As the object of
contemplation merges here with the agent, the mind appears unified
with puru~a. In this view it is correct that the mind is seen unified
with the Self, but it would be incorrect to assume that the pure,
unreflected lltman (puru~a) is the object of contemplation. If we
understand Bhik~u's statement literally, then it seems safe to say that
Bhik~u has erred by asserting that in asmita-samadhi the yogin knows
206
207
208
209

YSI.47.
YB I.41; seen. 92 above.
TVI.41 (pp. 43-44): asmitaspadarrt hi grahua puruifa iti bhava/:1.
Koelman [1970: 215].

210 See n. 15 above.

211

YVI.17 (p. 109): eka evatmasyarrt viijaya tvenastrty ekatmika. [tatha coktam-] ekalambane
ya cittasya kevalapuruifakara sarrtvit sak$atkaro 'smlty etavanmatrakaratvad asmitety artha/:1.
Bhik~u later qualifies asmita as being of two kinds: pertaining to jrvatman (qualified being) or
pertaining to param-atman (unqualified being).
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"I am thus - thus alone," i.e. that there is nothing further to know,
and that this is the ultimate ground (or height) of realization. The
union in asmita more likely expresses (as Bhik~u would probably
agree) an analogical understanding of consciousness. In Yoga
philosophy, asmita is the apparent unity in consciousness of two very
distinct self-identities: the Self or intrinsic identity on the one side,
and on the other side its most subtle pra]qtic conditioning, an extrinsic,
empirical identity of self. It is then disclosed that what was taken for
authentic identity, which is pure and unchanging, is really a composite
and changing identity (cittavrtti), asmita being generated through the
interplay of puru$a and the mind under the influence of avidya.
Actually, the realization of the pure puru$a does not begin until
asalflprajnata, the supra-cognitive samadhi.
The only "passage" to authentic identity in Yoga seems to be
through the exercise of a purified cognitive faculty. 212 The mind in
itself does not form a link between puru$a andprakrti. Only an actual
exercise of knowledge on the side of prakrti is the "wire" that can
convey the "current" for pure consciousness. Knowledge (jnana)
becomes the efficient cause of puru$a's "release." Through the
presence of puru$a, the mind "undoes" its own saf!lsaric entanglements as locus of mistaken identity (cittavrtti) by means of the
cultivation of knowledge and this process continues throughout the
stages of cognitive samadhi up to the discriminative discernment
(vivekakhyati). At this level of perception asmita-samadhi matures
into the realization of vivekakhyati, the re-cognition or illuminated
cognition (YB 11.26) of the distinctness of mind-sattva and puru$a.
Because of the unified, one-pointed awareness of asmita, this ecstasy,
as with the ananda state of ecstasy, is not divided into sasmita and
nirasmita.
The ability of the yogin in samadhi to identify completely with
the object of support/contemplation and be detached from the
experience produces the realization that the yogin's true being is not
the same, nor is it dependent on, the contemplated object. Moreover,
the yogin is aware that the realization of puru$a is still to take place.
Asmita-samadhi reveals insight into the nature of the original
identification (asmita) with the reflection of consciousness in the
mind. With a proper attitude and understanding its practice enables
the yogin to cultivate dispassion towards the subtlest vicissitudes of
212

See, for example, YS III.35 (p. 154): ... pararthatvat svarthasamyamtit purusajfianam.
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prakrti. Patafijali's use of the term "as if' (iva, YS Il.6 and II1.3)
applied to this stage of "unification" indicates that even the
identification of puru$a with the mind is only an apparent "as if'
identification. This leads the "forgetful" puru$a, whose consciousness
is understood analogically to be cittavrtti, to think that the happenings
and modifications of the mind are its own and are therefore worthy of
being attached to. In Yoga one becomes "as if' ontologically at one
with the objects in the "nir" forms of samadhi because at this stage of
practice there is as yet an ontological duality of seer and seeable. The
actual oneness with our objects of experience is more correctly seen to
have an epistemological emphasis. The knower-agent in asmitasamadhi is non-separate from the known, the power and potential of
the whole of manifest existence (mahat). This can be seen to be the
case because the reflection of the infinite puru$a received by the mind
is and has to be as vast or all-pervading as manifest prakrti213 herself,
just as the consciousness of our being a person is at least as extensive
as our physical body. The "I" that identifies itself with the physical
body is a function of the ego-principle, a mere evolute of prakrti. The
unsullied puru$a can be realized only after the pure reflection of pure
consciousness is apprehended in asmita-samadhi. This realization is at
the end of a series of identifications with, and dispassion towards, the
grossest to the subtlest evolutes of prakrti; and the series of samadhis
(i.e. unifications or samapattis) explained by Patafijali are such a
senes.
In Yoga a distinction must be made between two types of
knowledge gained by the yogin in sarnprajfiata. First there is
immediate knowledge (prajfia) independent of extraneous influences
of the pra]qtic world, the purest level of which is buddhi, or in its
cosmic aspect mahat. This at its highest is "nirvicara" knowledge
translated as "I am the whole," the recognition of an organic unity
between grasper, grasping and grasped bringing or "putting back"
together, healing prakrti's formerly fragmented parts as separate
realities caused by the divisive and delusive nature of ignorance
(avidya), i.e. egoic consciousness and extrinsic identity. An
epistemological oneness of knower and known, self and world takes
place wherein the distinctions of knower, knowing and known or
grasper, grasping and grasped (YS !.41) dissolve and there is no longer

213 Cf. n. 196 above.
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the predisposition to separate a self from things perceived or vice
versa. But there is also the use to which this primary experiential
knowledge is put, for the purpose of liberation; that is vivekakhyati_214
I understand vivekakhyati to mean the discriminative discernment
between: (1) the extrinsic nature of consciousness and self-identity
located in the mind (in samyoga) - a reflected state of consciousness
- and (2) the intrinsic nature of consciousness and self-identity, the
authentic "form" of Self (svarupa, puru~a).
All misidentification with things pra]qtic must eventually dissolve
in the process of "cessation" (nirodha) in order for emancipation to
ensue. There are yogins who become absorbed in the source of all
manifestation (aliizga). Those who attain this state of utter absorption
with unmanifest prakrti and consider it to be the final destination are
yogins referred to as prakrti-laya (YS 1.19). They have dissolved their
identification with the evolutes and have become identified with
undifferentiated, unmanifest prakrti herself. However, they have not
yet realized puru~a and so continue in bondage to smpsaric existence
living a kind of pseudo-liberation.215 At this point, however, there
appears to be nothing further to attain. The yogin does not realize
without proper guidance or a guru that absorption in unmanifest
prakrti is actually not the end of the journey. In this state there are no
"objects" except prakrti herself. The yogin must now make efforts to
"turn towards" puru~a. However, if this direction does not become
clear and the necessary guidance is not available or accepted, the
prakrti-laya (yogin) may mistake this point to be the culmination of
Yoga, self-awareness becoming identified completely (i.e. misidentified) with prakrti. All other vrttis of identification have subsided but
ignorance has not been completely eradicated. The prakrti-laya's
sense of identity is still rooted in error (viparyaya), attachment and the
desire to have control or mastery over prakrti.216 The identification
with prakrti has not been transcended. It is interesting that Vyasa
classifies the "unmanifest" (aliizga) as not being caused by any
purpose of puru~a: "No purpose of puru~a brings it about, nor is there
any purpose of puru~a in it." 217 It can be concluded that
214
215

YS II.26.

YB I.19 (p. 23): tathil prakrtilayal; sadhikilre cetasi prakrtil!ne kaivalyapadam ivilnubhavanti.

216
217

See YB 1.8 and TVI.8; see also YVI.8.
YB II.19 (p. 86): aliligavasthilyill!l na purusilrtho hetur nilliligtlvasthilyilm adau puru~·a-
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identification with and attachment to unmanifest prakrti merely
constitutes a detour on the path of Yoga. From the perspective of the
liberated state, prakrti-laya is simply another form of bondage. One
could argue that at best prakrti-laya is a "mild" (mrdu) form of
practice in comparison to the "moderate" (madhya) and "ardent"
(adhimatratva) forms of practice involving more advanced yogins.218
Apparently content with this state of identity and "form of practice"
where there is as yet an "idea/intention of becoming" (bhavapratyaya219), the yogin must continue to take birth in order to become
purified from all misidentification with prakrti and eventually abide in
pure identity as puru:ja.
8. A further look at cognitive samadhi

For the purpose of clarifying the analysis given in this chapter on the
stages of sarrzprajiiata-samadhi, it would now seem appropriate to ask
the question: How many types of cognitive samadhi are there? A
critical look at scholarly literature on Yoga reveals that there is a great
deal of confusion on this issue. It is of interest to note the following
statement by Feuerstein:
'Joy' and 'l-am-ness' ... must be regarded as accompanying phenomena of
every cognitive [ecstasy]. The explanations of the classical commentators
on this point appear to be foreign to Pataiijali' s hierarchy of [ecstatic]
states, and it seems unlikely that ananda and asmita should constitute
independent levels of samadhi. 220

This study disagrees with Feuerstein suggesting that he has
misapprehended the specific placement that these ecstatic stages are
assigned, at least implicitly so, by Patafijali. I have previously shown
how Vyasa can be read as taking ananda- and asmita-samadhi as later

rthata karaflaYfl bhavatlti. na tasyah puruijt:lrthata karaflaYfl bhavatfti. nasau puruijartha krteti ...

218 YS 1.21-22. Chapple and Kelly (1990: 41-42) argue that the prakrti-layas are to be deemed
"mild" (mrdu) or weak in their practice compared to the "moderate" (madhya) intensity or type of
practice as outlined in YS 1.20 and the "ardent" (adhimatratva, YS 1.22) or "strongly intense" type
of yogin (tzvra-saY(lvega, YS 1.21).

219 YS I.I9 (p. 22): bhavapratyayo videha prakrtilayanam. "Of the ones who are absorbed in
prakrti and of those who are bodiless, [there is] an idea/intention of becoming." See also n. 117
and text in chapter four of Whicher [1998] which mentions the "bodiless" (videha) yogins along
with the prakrti-layas.
220 Feuerstein [1979a: 38].
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stages of nirvicara-samapatti and the sorts of experiences these two
stages of samadhi represent. 221
Vacaspati Misra proposes a model of eight types of "unification"
(samapatti). He states: "Thus [with regard] to the 'objects of
knowledge' there are four samapattis, [and there are a further] four [in
respect to] the 'grasper' and the 'process of grasping'. Thus there are
eight of these."222 Following from nirvicara-samapatti - which I
have argued is the highest samapatti in Vyasa's classification, Misra
adds four other stages in effect doubling Vyasa's number. These
stages, from highest to lowest, may be listed as follows:
(1- 2) nirasmita- and sasmita-samapatti, both with "l-am-ness" as

the object of support or objective prop.
(3-4) nirananda- and sananda-samapatti, both with the sense organs
as objects of support or objective props.
(5-6) nirvicara- and savicara-samapatti, both with subtle objects as
objects of support or objective props.
(7- 8) nirvitarka- and savitarka-samilpatti, both with gross objects as
objects of support or objective props.
Vijfiana Bhik~u proposes a six-stage model explicitly rejecting
Vacaspati Misra's view, according to which the mainstay of vitarkaand vicara-samadhi is the internalized object (grahya), of anandasamadhi the instruments of cognition or grasping (grahaJJa), and of
asmita-samadhi the category of the grasper (grahrtr). Bhik~u instead
regards joy (ananda) as a product of extreme vicara-samapatti, which
is then made the supportive factor of the next higher form of
ecstasy.223 I have already given a critique of both Vacaspati Misra
and Vijfiana Bhik~u on their views of ananda- and asmita-samadhi.
This study agrees, however, with Vijfiana Bhik~u's adamant denial of
a nirananda224 or a nirasmita225 form of samadhi.

221 In doing so I have responded to Feuerstein's query on this matter. He writes (1980: 90): "It
is unclear how he [Vyasa] envisages the correlation between these postulated types [of ecstasy in
YS I.l7] and the four varieties of samapatti as cited in YS I. 42-44. Does he [Vyasa] take ananda
and asmita-samadhi to be instances of nirvicara-samapatti?"
222 TVI.46 (pp. 50-51): tena grahye catasrah samapattayo grahrtrgraha~Jayos catasra ity astau
siddha bhavantrti. Feuerstein [1989: 196] (seen. 184 above) appears to endorse Vacaspati Misra
and his reading of eight stages.
223
224

YVI.17; seen. 181 above.
YVI.l7 (pp. 108-109).
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G. Koelman offers a very elaborate analysis of the samapattis,
opting for Vacaspati Misra's interpretation_226 Koelman argues that
the eight types of samapattis as delineated in the TV "are the core of
Patafijali's mental discipline" and are indeed "a magnificent piece of
psychology."227 As one scholar suggests, however, " ... it remains an
open question to what degree this [Koelman 's] theoretical model is
founded on bona fide experiential information."228 There do not
appear to be any sound grounds for justifying a need for a nirananda
or a nirasmita stage of samadhi. Patafijali's own view seems to be that
nirvicara-samapatti is the highest form of cognitive ecstasy as this
study has attempted to show by using a scheme of classification which
adheres to the careful step-by-step process of samadhi outlined in both
the YS and the YB.
The samadhis with supportive factors (salambana) are also called
samadhis "with seed" (sabrja). As Patafijali asserts in YS 1.46: ta eva
sabrja/:l samadhi/:l, "These [savitarka, nirvitarka, savicara, nirvicara]
are samadhi with seed."229 Sabrja samadhi is a technical name for
cognitive samadhi. In the literature on Classical Yoga there appear to
be two main interpretations of the term brja as given in YS 1.46.
According to Vyasa, "seed" (brja) refers to the "object" of contemplation or support. 230 Bhoja Raja, in his commentary ad locum, also
explains the term brja by "alambana" or "object of support."231 The
meaning of YS 1.46 in the context of the above interpretation of brja is
that the forms of contemplation constituted by the samapattis do
metaphorically have a supporting factor in the object232 on which the
mind has become one-pointed (ekagra).
Other interpreters maintain for brja its literal meaning of
"seed."233 Ramananda Yati and J.W. Hauer follow this interpretation
wherein the forms of samadhi constituted by the samapattis have in
2 25 YV I.17 (p. 109): asya asmitaya api sasmitanirasmitarupo vibhago nasti.

226
227
228
229
230
231

See Koelman [1970: 198ff].
Ibid, p. 223.
Feuerstein [1980: 91].
YS I.46 (p. 50).

YB I.46 (p. 50): ttis catasral; samtipattayo bahirvastubzja iti samadhir api sabzjal;.

RM I.46 (p. 15): ttl evoktalak0m:zaf; samapattayal; saha bzjenalambanena vartata iti sabrjal;
sarrtprajfiatal; samadhir ity ucyate, sarvtistirrt salambanatvtit.

2 3 2 This is also the interpretation of Ballantyne, Taimni and Aral)ya, although they do not affirm,
as explicitly as Bhoja Raja does, the equivalence: bzja = alambana.

233

Cf. Dvivedi, Vivekananda and those explicitly mentioned below.
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themselves the seeds or potentialities (i.e. samskaras) of new mental
processes (vrttis), which necessarily have to actualize themselves and,
as a result, create further bondage. Hauer declares that brja stands for
the seed of new vrttis.234 Ramananda Y ati understands brja in the
sense of "seed of bondage."235
Vijfiana Bhik~u states that the exterior objects (i.e. referring to the
pralqtic realm which is external to puru$a) have qualities not
belonging to the puru$a. From these objects arise impressions
(samskaras), characteristics (dharmas), etc., which are the seeds of
dissatisfaction and future sorrow (klesa, see YS 11.16).236 Elsewhere
Bhik~u considers that the forms of samadhi constituted by the
samapattis are "with seed" both because they have an object of
support (alambana) and because they give rise to new mental
processes237 with which the yogin becomes (mis)identified. I comply
with Bhik~u's later interpretation238 and furthermore suggest that the
seed-mechanism of misidentification (cittavrtti) or mistaken identity
of puru$a with the mind (citta) is the original or "source-seed" which
must be uprooted and eradicated. This primal seed of ignorance takes
the form of the vasanas of erroneous knowledge (viparyayajiiana).239
Most commentators have struggled with YS 1.46, trying to resolve
the apparent contradiction in the number of forms of cognitive
samadhi. Vyasa's commentary seems to the point:
Those four unifications have external objects as their seeds; thus, samadhi
too, is [said to be] with seed. When it is a gross object, the samadhi is
savitarka or nirvitarka; when it is a subtle object, it is savicara or
nirvicara. Thus is [cognitive] samadhi counted to be fourfold.240

Apparently ignoring Vyasa's clear statement, Vacaspati Misra has
234 Hauer [1958: 243 and466 n. 11].

235
236

MP I.46 (p. 23): bandhabzja.

237
238

YSS (p. 26): dhyeyarapalambanayogat tadapi vrttibzjasamskarotpattes ceti.

239

YB II.24. See Whicher (1995) and (1997).

YV 1.46 (p. 240): bahirvastu nyatmadharma/:1. samskaradharmadayo kle§abzjani jayante
abhya iti bahirvastubzja/:1.

Parts of Vyasa's remaining commentary appear to support Vijfiana Bhik~u's understanding
of the term bzja; see, for example, YB III. 50 and IV .28.

240 YB 1.46 (p. 50): tas catasra/:l samapattayo bahirvastubzja iti samadhir api sabzja/:1. tatra
sthale 'rthe savitarka nirvitarka/:1, suk(fme 'rthe savicaro nirvicara iti caturdhopasamkhyata/:l
samadhir iti.
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asserted that there are eight kinds of cognitive samadhi. Vijfiana
Bhik~u understands that there are six kinds. It is not crucial to our
study to pursue all of their enumerations, classifications and differing
arguments. It suffices to say that Vyasa has not stated that there are
four kinds of cognitive samadhi, but rather that cognitive samadhi is
to be divided "fourfold" (caturdha). As explained earlier, the
divisions241 run as follows:
1. savitarka-samapatti correlates with savitarka-samadhi

2. nirvitarka-samapatti correlates with nirvitarka-samadhi
3. savicara-samapatti correlates with savicara-samadhi
4. nirvicara-samapatti correlates with nirvicara-samadhi, anandasamadhi and asmita-samadhi.

What is common to the above stages of ecstasy is that what is
being known is within the realm of prak:rtic, empirical experience and
therefore is exclusive of puru:fa. Puru$a, however, can at no time be
made into an object or entity that the yogin takes it upon to realize
outwardly or within the mind. Accordingly, all these forms of
samadhi are labelled samprajfiata, the samadhi of the accurate
knowing of objects, including objective and subjective "distinguishables" which pertain to the realm of prakrti, i.e. empirical identity.
Were I really to know my authentic Self, clearly a manner of
"oneness" or identity which is asamprajfiata is required. It could not
be a knowing to which I might give mental shape or form (vrtti) for
that would mean it would be of some object, which puru$a cannot be.
The insights (prajfia) which arise in cognitive samadhi cover,
comprehend all phenomena including my empirical persona, and
enshrine in its higher stages unabashedly empirical claims which
cannot be tested in any "rational" way by argument but can only be
fully grasped and understood through direct experience, yogic
perception (yogi-pratyak:fa).
241 See Arya [1986: 409]. Though it appears that the samapattis are referred to as 'samadhi',
Vijfiana Bhik$U (YV 1.46) makes it clear that samilpatti and samadhi are not to be confused as
synonyms. While samilpatti only occurs at the time (at least provisionally during the process of
purification) in which sarrzprajfiilta-samadhi takes place, it can be understood as the effect or the
quality of the mind during sarrzprajfiilta-samadhi. As such, samadhi is the cessation of distraction
and misidentification, a one-pointedness of mind, whereas samapatti refers to the unification or
identity of the mind with the object of contemplation resulting from this one-pointedness. In other
words, samapatti is both contained in, and arises from samadhi. The two represent and are
experienced as a continuum of awareness and identity.
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Patafijali maintains that in cognitive samadhi there are still
"things of the mind" - mental processes and content/thought
constructs - which get in the way of or hinder our realization of
puru$a, intrinsic identity. The mind is likely to sully the purity of
samadhi in savitarka and savicara in the ways explained earlier. The
"nir" forms are plainly and simply those occasions of attained
epistemological oneness when the mind does not interfere as stated.
At the moment of the experience of pure knowing or knowingness, the
sense of self as normally understood and felt, i.e. as an ego-subject
separate from the object of experience and which misappropriates or
lays claim to the experience, is no longer an impediment or obstacle to
clear knowledge and understanding. Our misidentification of self rooted in ignorance (avidya) and given shape through the sarpyogic/
sarpsaric processes of vrtti and samskara which generate and sustain
our notions (pratyaya) of egoity (asmita) - is shown to be the
product of a profound epistemological distortion residing deep within
the mind yet which can ultimately be removed through insight
(prajfia) or knowledge (jfiana) in samadhi. However much puru$a is
conceived to be concealed or excluded in samyoga, it must be
emphasized that without the presence of puru$a as knower-witness no
cognition or knowledge (vrtti) could arise in consciousness, could
function in the mind under any circumstances. The explanation of the
existence of a "path" or "mapping" of Yoga from ordinary experience
(bhoga) to the liberated "aloneness" (kaivalya) is based on the
understanding that puru$a is ubiquitous and already present,
immanent (though "as if' stained and misidentified as an entrapped
entity within prakrti) as the true knower/experiencer of ordinary
cognition. Due to puru$a's immanence, the sequence of "unification"
(samapatti) - from grahya to graha]Ja to grahur - is rendered
pertinent and effective for liberation. Through the process of
"cessation" (nirodha), the yogin succeeds in dissolving or exploding
the limitations - in the form of misidentification with vrtti imposed on self-identity.
Puru$a is present throughout ordinary states of awareness and
indeed the stages of cognitive samadhi through an "as if'
identification taking the form of a reflected, albeit masquerading
consciousness, a pseudo sense-of-self which while seeking to secure
its identity through prakrti can never truly ground itself because it is
itself extrinsic, inauthentic identity, irrevocably conditioned and
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contained by the changing gu~ic realm. Patafijali declares that all
forms of sarJ1prajfiata, being contemplations on and realizations of
supportive factors, are samadhis "with seed" (sablja). Because they
are samadhis on the realities perceived within the composite person
and are "exterior" to puru$a, they yet contain the seed of ignorance,
further bondage, dissatisfaction and sorrow. Therefore safj1prajfiata is
to be contrasted with asafj1prajfiata, the trans-cognitive samadhi
which, at the very highest level of realization, is said to be "seedless"
(nirbrja),242 unaffected by ignorance and free from all dissatisfaction.
Thus the practice and cultivation of samadhi continues for the sake of
each misidentified being or "bound" puru$a. Even though in
safj1prajfiata the yogin is established in a one-pointedness (ekagrata)
of mind which removes the barriers separating subject from object,
the purest and most illuminated or sattvified state of mind (niruddha,
nirodha) of non-intentional, "seedless" awareness (nirblja) - one in
which the yogin is no longer dependent on objects of contemplation
for the sake of liberation - is yet to be attained.

ABBREVIATIONS
BAUp
BG
Chand Up
Mait Up
MP
RM
SK
Svet Up
Tait Up
TV
YB
YS

YSS
YV

Brhadarm;yaka Upani:jad
Bhagavadgrta
Chandogya Upanisad
MaitrayaiJTya Upani(fad
Ma~Ji-Prabha

of Ramananda Yati (sixteenth-seventeenth centnry CE)

Raja-Marta!Jcja of Bhoja Raja (ca. eleventh century CE)
Stil!lkhya-Karika of Isvara Kr~l)a (ca. fourth-fifth century CE)
Sveta§vatara Upanisad
Taittirrya Upanisad
Tattva- Vaisarad! of Vacaspati Misra (ca. ninth century CE)
Yoga-Bhasya of Vyasa (ca. fifth-sixth century CE)
Yoga-Sutras of Patafijali (ca. second-third century CE)
Yoga-Sara-Sal!lgraha of Vijfiana Bhik~u (ca. sixteenth centnry CE)
Yoga- Varttika of Vijfiana Bhik~u
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